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Abstract

OMG! Reaction Videos on YouTube:
Meanings to Fandom and
to K-Pop Community

Jeremiah Estela Magoncia
Department of Communication
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
This study pioneers a discussion of a recent YouTube
phenomenon called reaction videos. Since the subject matter is relatively
new, the study aims to explain the characteristics of reaction. It also
explains the meaning of reaction videos to fandom and to the whole KPop community. With the use of YouTube’s very own search engine, the
study mapped out 200 reaction videos of different kinds and 50 more
reaction videos that are specifically made by K-Pop fans.
Using online participant observation, four themes of reaction
videos were identified; Viral videos, TV Shows-Movies, Games, and Music.
Except for the Viral videos, the other three themes are all fandom related
leading to a conclusion that reaction videos are mainly a fandom activity.
The study also found out that reaction videos are presented differently
depending on the kind of fandom. In the Music theme, the number of KPop fan made reaction videos exceeds that of non K-Pop fans, making it
mainly a fandom activity for K-Pop fans. After an extensive observation
of 50 K-Pop fan made reaction videos, ten observational dimensions are
revealed in this study: background, reactioner, activity, music video screen,
appearance, time, goal, feeling, detail, and language. These dimensions
are then analyzed in the lens of three theoretical frameworks;
iii

Participatory Culture, Gift Economy, and Self-Presentation (Extimacy,
Dramaturgical Theory, and Performance Theory).
This study also concludes that K-Pop fandom and the whole K-Pop
community per se have special connection to reaction videos. In K-Pop
reaction videos serve as a tool for legitimacy. K-Pop being still considered
a minority in the global music scene, uses reaction videos to establish an
image of a fun, passionate and wholesome kind of fandom and music.
Reaction videos also function as a venue for fans to establish their own
careers and gain recognition not just from the K-Pop community but also
from the outside world. Having said that, making and watching reaction
videos are considered main fandom activities for K-Pop fans. It also
serves as a space that caters to the essentials of being a fan, like fan
interaction, sharing knowledge and more.
Keywords: reaction videos, YouTube, cultural legitimacy, Participatory
Culture, Gift Economy, Self-Presentation, online-participant observation
Student Number: 2011-24261
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Beginning late 1970s and early 1980s the earliest music fan
communities on the Internet were mailing lists and Usenet (User’s
Network) discussion groups (Baym 2007). Now mailing lists and
discussion groups or forums may still be present, but fans can enjoy more
varied forms of services offered by different social media platforms.
Since the time of Usenet, fandom activities online have undergone
several changes and more improvements making interaction relatively a
stress-free task, so facilitating discussions, exchanges of photos, music,
or any kinds of files are as easy as one click. Fans can now enjoy a
plethora of ways to fandom online and one of the most common platform
they use is video sharing site YouTube.

Some “experts” say the Korean singer turned international
sensation Psy’s “creativity” and “ingenuity” made him and his dance
single Gangnam Style a worldwide phenomenal hit. While an artist’s
creativity is debatable and difficult to justify, no doubt his success could
be attributed to the largest video-sharing type of social media called
YouTube. 1 However, Psy is not the only person utilizing this platform. If
celebrities use it, so do fans. It is now very common to see fans from all
sorts of fandoms sports, entertainment, music etc. “taking advantage” of
YouTube’s services. FC Barcelona fans re-uploading matches they saw on
Psy’s Gangnam Style music video currently holds the most popular/viewed YouTube
video in the planet. Currently holds more than 2 billion views as of writing this paper
(June 2014)
1

1

TV, “Frozen” fans uploading their own covers of the song, video bloggers
sharing fashion tips inspired by their favorite celebrities and more kinds
of videos. Web 2.02 changes how users participate in the web because
before users can only consume content posted by single administrator,
users are now able to post their own contents and also view posted
contents by other people (Gill et al. 2007).
The video sharing website YouTube introduced in 2005 became a
phenomenal success in 2006, in the sense of a site, idea or arguable
“meme” that spreads with extreme speed due to the size and/or often
social interconnectedness of the Internet (Cheng et al. 2008, Silva et al.
2007). Now it is one of the centers if not the main platforms of fandom
online. Aside from video sharing and uploading, YouTube interface is
clearly designed to facilitate social networking (Oh et al. 2012, Duncum
2011). YouTube along with other SNS virtual networks has both
promotional and distributional functions that radio (promotional) and
CDs (distributional) used to have separately (Oh et al, 2012). Oh et al.
(2012) also added that YouTube has no physical restrictions, it allows
fans to enjoy the free content without bundling and also helps audiences
form a virtually networked community providing free and constant
communication platforms among fans online. YouTube’s great
achievement lies in the combination of the content-rich videos and

2

Anderson (2007) defined Web 2.0 as a group of technologies which have become
deeply associated with the term: blogs, wikis, podcasts, RSS feeds etc., which facilitate
a more socially connected Web where everyone is able to add to and edit the
information space. He added that the longer definition is rather more complicated and
pulls in economics, technology and new ideas about the connected society.
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equally or even more importantly, the establishment of a social network
(Cheng et al. 2007).
Although Hilderbrand (2007) confidently classified videos
available on YouTube as home videos and remixes, trailers, commercials,
and highlights from television history poster by users, producers and
networks themselves, no one can really claim that is all. It is hard to
provide a list of what kinds of videos are being uploaded on YouTube
knowing that 72 hours of videos are being uploaded to the site every
minute.3 YouTube being the center of K-Pop fandom especially to fans
abroad is a haven for numerous fascinating yet modest topics that have
not been studied yet in the fan studies domain. K-Pop being an industry
mainly on the visual spectrum needs a platform that would bring it to
other parts of the world. And YouTube is currently filling that spot.
The purpose of this study is to seek to discuss different fandom
practices happening on YouTube, specifically focusing on the so-called
“reaction videos.” Being a relatively new phenomenon, there are only few
literatures that discuss reaction videos. This study mapped out reaction
videos on YouTube and analyzed it through online participant
observation. In the succeeding pages, this study will explain more about
reaction videos and its “special” connection to K-Pop fandom.

3

YouTube Statistics: http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
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Chapter 2
Related Literatures on Fan Studies
Studies related to fandom have come a long way as technology or
the platforms used by fans themselves in their activities also developed
and as many scholars are also getting interested in studying the area.
People spending their time talking or gossiping about their favorite
musicians, actors, athletes or politicians is very common. In fact it is
considered as one of those common topics of conversations. As digital
technologies and the World Wide Web expand the scope and
sophistication of mediated communication, fame and celebrity seem to
increase in cultural relevance, significance, and influence (Soukop 2006).
The technology made it easier for fans to share, interact and even fandom
over artists or athletes from different geographical locations. Out of the
prior researches in fandom studies this study will only be discussing
literatures deemed important and highly related.
A. Stereotyped fans?
Before fandom became considered a “serious” topic of research,
there were moments where it got highly criticized and looked down.
McCloud (2003) stated in his article that scholars from religious studies
equate fandoms of popular culture as religions. He argued that the line of
thinking share several problematic characteristics, including broad
definitions of religion and descriptive and functionalist “parallelomania.”
So McCloud (2003) argued that using Anthony Giddens social theory is
more appropriate as it states fandoms are better understood as late
modern projects of the self, affiliation choices that act to establish self4

identity and community during the time when these things are not given,
but reflexively made and remade.
Lopes (2006) discussed the difference between stigma and status
considering the case of comic books fans as his focus. He said status and
stigma are interrelated but not the same. Low status is a prerequisite for
the activation of stigma theories against cultural forms and individuals
but it is not a guarantee of being stigmatized. He emphasized that
stigmatization is a qualitatively greater and different level of
subordination than low status. He also added that stigma is not simply a
matter of taste, although that distinction remains, but a matter of
discrediting forms and its practitioners. We may able to connect stigma
and low status attached to K-Pop fans who are considered to be a
minority in different parts of the world. There are many K-Pop fan
forums4 discussing how K-Pop fans in their own countries are seen as a
“strange” kind of fandom. As pointed out by Jenson (1992) from an
article chapter written more than 20 years ago, fandom is haunted by
images of deviance so it is seen as excessive, bordering on deranged,
behavior.

Hills (2007) studied how Michael Jackson fans were

represented in the UK documentary “Wacko about Jacko.” Hills (2007)
said that the documentary’s narrative and visual grammar nevertheless
continued to stereotyped fans adding to the long history of derogatory
media portrayals of pop culture fans as lacking self-identity and as
excessively emotional.

4

Most international K-Pop sites (Allkpop, Soompi, DKpopNews, Koreaboo etc.) offer
fan forums where fans discussed any topics related to K-Pop. One of the most common
topics is asking other fans how K-Pop fandom is in their own countries.

5

Needless to say, there are also scholars who operate in the vein of
praising fan audiences. Saying fans are clear examples of active media
consumption as they do not just consume but also participate in the
production. However, Stanfil (2013) argued that fans themselves do not
feel particularly mainstream. Instead, they are well aware of the
longstanding stereotypical representations of fans as losers who behave
badly. And surprisingly, many fans are determined to separate their own
fandom practice saying that they are different from other fans. Indicating
that their behavior is the appropriate one compared to other fans. It is
interesting to know how fans themselves stereotype other fans even if
they share the same fandom. K-Pop fandom is not an exception. Whether
they still view themselves as a minority fandom, some fans try to differ
themselves from other fans. This is very apparent when you visit
discussion boards or read comments posted on every news article in big
K-Pop sites like overseas fans differentiating themselves from Korean
fans in terms of behavior.
Fan studies do not just tell us how fan are being stereotyped or
how fans themselves stereotype each other. Indeed there are more
studies concerning the technology or the platform being used in fandom
practices. Most of the fandoms these days, if not all, operate online for
several obvious reasons. In the case of K-Pop, without its online presence,
it will not also be able to thrive and get known in opposite side of the
globe. Succeeding discussions will be focusing on literatures pertaining
to fandom platforms, which are highly connected to my research. Each

6

point in this discussion also serves as basis for the different arguments,
which will be presented in the latter part of this study.
B. Online Relationships
Even under online fandom, there are numerous topics that we
could find that are all worth interesting to study. One common topic is
the formation of relationship online (Baym 2007, Obst et al. 2001). Barry
Wellman’s (2001) networked individualism posits social organization as
it increasingly accomplished through individuals who connect looselybounded networks rather than through tightly bounded networks
constrained by geographical locale as Baym quoted. On the other hand
Baym (2007) added that there is a practice called network collectivism in
which loose collective of associated individuals bind networks together.
In her study she specifically talked about the case of Swedish indie music
fans where they avail themselves of many mediated opportunities to
share different sorts of materials including text, video, music etc.
Another way of seeing relationships formed online is that
communication and virtual identities behind its users are regarded
temporary, superficial and one-sided (Iftody et al. 2011). Not all scholars
see relationships formed online in a positive light. Iftody et al. (2011)
quoting Keen (2007) 5 says that rather than developing discerning
citizenry, the global forums of Web 2.0 are shattering the world into a
billion

personalized

truths.

Meaning,

it

makes

people

more

individualistic. A user just stays in front of his/her computer. He/she
5

Keen, A (2007) The cult of amateur: How today’s Internet is killing our culture. New
York: Doubleday.
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may have made many friends online but in “real physical” life he/she is
alone. Some see social relationships formed online have limitations and
are viewed to lack of depth, and in many cases have ethical constraints.
In the case of ethical know-how and empathic capacity, Iftody et al. (2011)
suggested that these may be elaborated through practices of
discernment and representation in virtual fan communities, which are
characterized, by shared interests, social affiliations and collective
knowledge production. Something that fandom also happens to exhibit.
C. Community
Obst et al. (2001) on the other hand studied the sense of
community within science fiction fandom. By means of a questionnaire
distributed at an international science fiction convention, they explored
the fans’ so-called psychological sense of community (PSOC). There are
four dimensions in their measurement: Belonging, Fulfillment of Needs,
Influence, and Share Connections. Results suggest that community and a
strong sense of community can exist among those interacting within
cyberspace. They added that the results indicate an important impact in
reducing the social isolation of those who currently find themselves
isolated due to living in remote areas or physical disabilities. Even
interactions happening online without offline contacts can make users
feel a community they could belong to. Social media’s interesting feature
itself is it has the power to make its users feel part of a community in a
user- friendly environment. Fans can create a Facebook page or closed
groups that only talks about their favorite stars.

8

D. Identification
Most social media platforms that fans are using these days are
only less than 10 years old. 6 Fans used to build websites dedicated to
their fandom, although still in practice, it is not as common as social
media sites. Even websites are already hosted by social media site like
Tumblr. Soukup (2006) argued that fansites (by fansites it would include
not just website but also social media sites in today’s context) involve
complex processes of identification. The concept of identification is at the
intersection of a number of contemporary communication processes
closely associated with fansites-media consumption, fandom, and virtual
communities. Soukup (2006) emphasized that identification plays an
important role in fans (parasocial) relationships with celebrities, the
expanding and increasingly substantial role of fandom in contemporary
media production reception, and the unique forms of “celebrity-oriented”
public discourse in virtual communities. And that through identification
processes associated with fansites, fans can significantly influence the
meaning, uses, and even production/distribution of media texts and
manipulate the complex iconography of celebrities to “visibly”
participate in public discourse Soukup (2006) added.
Discursive practices associated with fansites indicate the
continued shift in the distribution and interpretation of popular culture
(Soukup 2006). Meaning virtual communities like the ones mostly
utilized by fans these days will be the main ground for decision and
6

Some common social media platforms these days are Facebook 2004, YouTube
2005, Twitter 2006, Tumblr 2007, Instagram 2010

9

meaning making of popular culture. Many scholars’ analysis tells us that
fans have the power to change meanings and that producers are not the
sole contributor of content. In the case of K-Pop, a piece of music video
or show or issue is not just accepted by fans as how it is presented by the
media. Most of the times it gets shredded into bits with fans offering
varied perspectives ranging from different cultural, academic, age,
geographic etc. backgrounds.
Another interesting claim in Soukup’s (2006) study is how the
media-saturated culture today makes identification as a means of
overcoming invisibility or anonymity. Quoting Gabler (1998)7, in a culture
dominated by entertainment, celebrity “creates value” as celebrity
becomes a human trademark. The more celebrity an individual acquires,
the more cultural value she/he has. The fan is consciously and
deliberately identifying with a highly valued simulacrum. And looking
through this logic, digital technology seems to intensify the cultural
importance of fandom and celebrities. It is a very common practice for
fans to use their favorite celebrities’ pictures in their social media
accounts. Many female fans would even use male celebrities’ photos as
their main profile pictures. On the other hand, Thebege (2005) research
on fandom focused on “official” fan clubs on the Internet. His study
discussed how Internet fan clubs have become an important mediating
factor in relationships between fans and artists, and between fans

7

Gabler, N (1998). Life the movie: How entertainment conquered reality. New York:
Alfred Knopf.
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themselves. Thebege quoted Sterne (2003)8 saying music fan clubs, the
subject of his study, act as a “network of repeatable relations... a whole
assemblage of connections, functions, institutions, and people.” All of
these are also apparent in fandoms happening in different social media.
E. Fan Productions
When it comes “poaching” a term introduced by Henry Jenkins in
his book Textual Poachers (1992), many scholars have been using and
criticizing the concept in their own researches. Booth (2008) mentioned
that the poaching concept is no longer the most applicable metaphor for
fan reappropriation of media texts as fans now propose new ways of
identifying with a media text. Fans have started to use variety of different
means to interact with and to create, texts. Contemporary fans have
instead coupled tactics and strategies so they no longer just poach texts
but rip, shred, combine and rework them to create something entirely
different (Booth 2008). Fan productions online are so varied and even
distributing its contents became easier than ever.
Costello and Moore (2007) also argued that Internet technologies
have empowered fans to more effectively organize en masse as resistors
and shapers of commercial television narratives. Their study revealed
that a continuum of activity from lurkers to a thriving, interpretative
community of outlaw fans involved in the consumption and production
of favored cultural texts. They also added that fans ultimate goal is not
just maintaining and explaining characters but improving on the original
8

Sterne, Jonathan (2003). The audible past: Cultural origins of sound reproduction.
Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
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in an effort to make the series more meaningful to the producers and
consumers of fan fiction. This is how they used the word “outlaw” saying
that some fans in a sense do not use the programming offered to them as
intended. They are not satisfied with their assigned role merely to watch.
Costello and Moore (2007) said the fans want more information, want to
share gossips and insights with other fans, they want to create their own
venues for sharing their views, they want to influence the development
of the program. Where pre-internet fandom was largely decentralized
and limited in mass, inhibiting the collective bargaining power of
individuals and geographically dispersed fan consortiums, online fan
communities have the potential to produce unified centers of resistance
to influence the global industries of cultural production. We could also
connect this to how fans these days are seen as not passive audiences.
They voice out what they want and how they want it. In Korea, it is
common to see fans leaving criticisms through their personal blogs or the
show’s official discussion board and if the issue gets big enough it even
reaches the news section.
F. Transmediation
In Booth’s (2008) study of MySpace.com many fans are
participating in this transmediation by creating profiles, or personas, for
extant media characters. Transmediation is also another concept
introduced by Jenkins (2006) which is textual narrative across media
technologies. Fans create a space of their own so they just do not rewrite
the media text but also rewrite traditional notions of fandom self. Booth
(2008) also added that contemporary media studies would need to
12

adjust with the changing audience. Users are reconfiguring their own
social relations and expectations and producing entirely new modes of
experience and knowledge. Fans create their own YouTube channels,
Facebook pages, Twitter accounts etc. for different purposes. And one of
those is to rewrite the contents as to how they want it. YouTube reaction
videos give them a chance to do this. They watch a video and they can
instantly comment and rewrite it through their spontaneous reactions.
Depending on the platform fans can have different types of activities and
these activities would depend on the available services. Almost all social
media platforms are connected to each other. You can upload a video on
YouTube but at the same time, share it through your Twitter, Facebook,
Tumblr or with the embedding function also share it through your blog.
G. Free Labor
Another common topic in fan studies especially happening in
online fandoms is the kind of labor fans contribute to the media industry
and its economy. I put a quotation mark to the “unconsciously” because
some fans are aware enough and are vocal enough to express that they
want to help their favorite stars. Pearson (2010) argues that fans have
always been at the forefront of media industry transformations,
summarizes some of the common themes emerging in the debate, and
considers the wider implications for the reconfigured relationships
between producer and consumer in the digital economy. Fandom
constitutes alternative regime to capitalism, a gift economy (Hellekson
2009, Scott, 2009). The idea is while profit drives capitalism (consumer
culture), community- building like fandoms drives the gift economy.
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Fansites, fan pages, YouTube channels, Twitter accounts and more act as
conduit through which fans’ desire for contact with the artist is
channeled at the same time serve as a means for the promotion of tours
and commercial releases (Thebege 2005). It can be used both to create a
sense of identity and belonging and also as a means of direct marketing
Thebege (2005) added. Fans giving, receiving, and reciprocating results
into creation of different social network and within that social network
are members who come from different walks of life, different
background, locations in which all could contribute in any way they can
for the sake of the fandom. Fan communities as they are currently
comprised, require exchanges of gifts: you do not pay to read fan fiction
or watch fan made music videos because all of these are offered for free
(Hellekson 2009). Not to mention that social media as services are also
all for free and very user-friendly.
Twitter is relatively the newest craze in the fandom world but has
already been extensively researched. In Highfield et al’s (2012) research
on Twitter, they have concluded that Twitter is a backchannel for
televised events. Through hashtags Twitter users (both fans and TV show
producers) can see people’s reactions and opinions and could use it as a
feedback. Twitter is now used by broadcasters in assembling, interacting
with, and potentially also tracking and analyzing live audiences around
their programming. They could also use it as means of promoting live
viewing and thus maximizing audience ratings and advertising returns.
This is in fact now the case in TV programs in Korea. Many shows in
Korea use hashtags for different purposes not just for marketing but also
14

to monitor reactions from viewers. Its real-time feature gives producers
awareness of people’s reactions also real time and could serve as a
reference for different purposes.
Some scholars view gift economies as exploitative knowing that
benefits gained are usually just only one- way. Terranova (2000) argued
that free labor is the moment where this knowledgeable consumption of
culture is translated into productive activities that are pleasurably
embraced and at the same time often shamelessly exploited. She also
added that it is a trait of the cultural economy at large, and an important,
and yet undervalued, force in advanced capitalist societies. Producers
encouraging productions of reaction videos could be seen as an
exploitation to fans’ dedication to the artists.
Participation in the forums and now more different venues
(YouTube, Facebook, Twitter etc.) conveys one of the central attributes
of fandom, which Jenkins (2006) describes as an ability to transform
personal reaction into social interaction, spectorial culture into
participatory culture. Jenkins (2006) said that to be a fan is to make one’s
private viewing public; to translate the embodied viewing experience
into some kind of cultural activity that includes strategies for
representing one’s feelings and thoughts about a situation, character or
program within a community of likeminded others. This happens to be
the same elements shared by reaction videos uploaded on YouTube.
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H. Online Fandom
The focus of this study is the social media platform YouTube. It is
necessary to discuss a brief background of some of the fandom activities
happening in this platform not just for the sake of this research but
because YouTube plays a crucial role in fandom as a whole. Oh et al.
(2012) mentioned that YouTube has been pivotal in creating secondary
users and future fans of K-Pop, while still maintaining ongoing popularity
of K-Pop in Asia. During the time of Madonna or even Backstreet Boys,
fans may have to sit in front of the TV and wait for the release of their
music videos. Now, everything is on YouTube.
1. Fan productions
Duncum’s (2011) study on YouTube and the youth has
interesting analysis. He called the youth as prosumers, a
contraction of the words producer and consumer, because they
produce their own videos in their own time drawn from their
consumption of popular media and that these have far reaching
consequences for art education. His research examines videos of
youth who are producing and sharing their own unsolicited
videos as well as the far-reaching consequences they have for art
education. He gave examples the most common kind of videos the
youth of today commonly update. According to him it should
include mashups of preexisting materials, animation, Claymotion,
legomotion and many kinds of hybrid. It is enabled by technology,
youth are engaging in creative activities that are changing the
nature of learning in society in the direction of affinity-based,
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socially networked peer participation. The user-friendly nature of
YouTube makes it easier for fans to upload as many videos as they
want. Now that YouTube is under Google, all users of Google’s
very own e-mail service Gmail are automatically awarded with a
YouTube channel. Whether the user uses it or not is another story.

Photo 1: An Example of a YouTube Channel 9

Photo 1 is an example of a YouTube channel. 10 It can be
used personally or for business depending on the user’s purpose.
It is like a homepage of the YouTube videos you uploaded. You can

9

No. 1 is the profile picture of the YouTube channel. This usually also automatically
appears on upper right side of the videos uploaded serving as a logo . No.2 is the cover
photo for the page where users can insert their own photos or edited artworks. No.3
shows us their username with different tabs below it. No. 4 are the videos uploaded by
the user which is usually arranged from the newest to oldest. No. 5 shows related
YouTube channels.
10 YouTube channel is like a user’s corpus of ‘short’ videos. It shows a collection of
videos made by the user or could also be just re-uploaded videos. It is a venue where
users’ pattern behavior could also be seen. It shows the user’s interests, goals and more
as being manifested on the videos being uploaded. And depending on the settings, it
could show us more about the user. This is because it could show the history of the
kinds of videos accessed to the videos liked and set to watch by the user.
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customize some parts like organizing and naming the kinds of
videos you uploaded. YouTube channel will be mentioned many
times throughout this study.

Photo 2: Different kinds of videos in a YouTube channel of a famous vlogger 11

With the number of videos uploaded on YouTube,
attempting to do taxonomy of videos uploaded on YouTube is
hard, if not impossible. Duncum (2011) said that most videos on

11

Glozell Green has 1,822 uploaded videos in total as of June 9, 2014. Her videos
ranges from telling something about herself, to doing stunts, to making parodies,
making reaction videos and many more. She has been invited to different local TV
shows in USA too as a YouTube star and for her comedic videos that are going viral.
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YouTube uploaded by the youth are parodical and socially
transgressive. On the other hand, Pace (2008) used narrative
analysis in extracting knowledge about consumers through
YouTube videos. He tried to classify the videos into: Creative
redefinition of brand and consumption, make your own TV series
episode, community storytelling, debunking and spoofing
marketing. Indeed he admitted that there could be more kinds of
videos and that classification would depend on who is classifying
it. YouTube content is so discursive that the categories suggested
above cannot pretend to be exhaustive (Pace 2008). He also
added that YouTube seems a collection of episodes selected
randomly by individuals, with no criterion but one’s own tastes or
caprices. Although to some it is a source of money or fame.
2. Social networking on YouTube
The YouTube interface is cleverly designed to facilitate
social networking (Lange 2010, Duncum 2011). Duncum (2011)
quoting Keen (2007) 12 says that YouTube has been attacked as
narcissistic. Narcissistic in the sense that users upload videos
presenting only their good sides showing the “perfect world” they
live in. Of course this is not only YouTube. Many scholars if asked
to point out one critique about social media, it would be in terms
of how users present itself to other users. On the other hand,
Lange (2009) argues, that the desire to gain someone’s attention

12

Keen, A (2007) The cult of amateur: How today’s Internet is killing our culture. New
York: Doubleday
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is the first step in forming relationship whether real or virtual and
that this is basic to human nature. So these self-generated
YouTube videos by youth can be considered an “attempt to
establish communicative connections to people, often members
of a social network.” As Jenkins pointed out it is critical for
participants to feel connected to others. Prosumers are in part,
because they feel the emotional support of a community eager to
see their productions.” For youth, fan communities represent a
space in which to develop identity in terms of self-efficacy,
exercising

curiosity,

meeting

challenge,

attaining

public

recognition, and enabling social interaction and support from
like-minded, similarly focused others (Duncum 2011).
Lange’s (2007) research is on social media’s role in
forming relationships. She specifically studied YouTube as the
social media platform. Based on her one-year ethnographic
project, YouTube participants developed and maintained social
networks by manipulating physical and interpretative access to
their videos. Some she called publicly private because video
makers’ identities were revealed but the content was relatively
set into private because it was not widely accessed. On the other
hand privately public is the opposite where the content is made
public but the video maker’s identities or detailed information are
not accessible or very limited. Obviously reaction videos do not
fall in any of the categories Lange had specified. Reaction videos
are publicly public. It is widely accessible by any YouTube users
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and the uploaders13 also show their faces. If I were to add my cent
on her study, reaction videos would be a perfect case for another
category as it is still quite new and different from the past fandom
activities.
On the issue of anonymity, some scholars support the
generalization that conflict levels or hate will be reduced if the
person uploading the video’s identity is known during online
encounters. In other words, if a fan uploads a video on YouTube
and that he or she reveal identity like face and body the lesser the
tendency he/she will get negative comments. This is because of
the perceived personalized environment than one supposedly
offered through text alone. Providing such facial and bodily
information is likely to reduce undesirable online conflict
according to Choi (2003)14 as quoted by Lange (2007). However,
Lange (2007) argued that the addition of facial and bodily
information in video does not guarantee cordial interaction and
not all participants perceive online hostility or hating as a
problem to the same degree. Reaction videos show the uploaders
facial and bodily information distinguishing it from other forms of
YouTube fan videos. Judging the comments listed on every posted
video there is always one- two or more who would give negative
comments or even click the dislike button.

13

In this study, uploaders pertain to people who upload videos on YouTube.
Choi, K. S. (2003). Imposing computer-mediated communication theories on virtual
reality, International Conference on Information Technology, Research and Education,
Proceedings, August 11-13, 2003, New Jersey, pp. 207-209.
14
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3. Stardom on YouTube
Another scholar with an invaluable contribution to the
YouTube fandom literature is Cayari (2011). He examined how
YouTube has become a powerful space that affords new ways to
consume, create and share music. YouTube is many things to
many people. He emphasized that to some people it might be just
a website full of amateurs wasting their time posting poorly made
videos while others see it as their chance at stardom, their most
understanding teacher, or their meeting place with closest friends.
It serves as a virtual coffee house where people can share ideas
and gather with likeminded and contrasting individuals to discuss
ideas, art and music. Digital technology gives everyone the means
to express themselves, and it empowers them to speak in ways
that previous generations could only have imagined. He also
added that creators no longer need to rely on the old gatekeepers
like professional agencies, editorial boards, and producers. Digital
technology allows creators to route around the traditional
intermediaries by using the hardware and software in their
dorms and homes. Same thought of many scholars I mentioned
above. Cayari’s (2011) subject in his study was the YouTube star
Wade Johnston who said YouTube has changed the way he
consumed, created and produced music. This could be the same
case with reaction video uploaders. They may be utilizing
YouTube for purposes of doing the “real deal” profession maybe
known as K-Pop experts or form their own fandoms and have
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their own studio etc. This happens to be exactly the case of Simon
and Martina of Eatyourkimchi.15 Their case is just one of the many
cases of celebrities who became famous due to their YouTube
videos.
Brownman’s (2004) study related to YouTube is more on
the behavior that appears in the video. He questioned whether
there is a blurring of the boundaries between front stage and
backstage behavior in videos posted on YouTube. YouTube
provides us with a perfect example for examining the
phenomenon of social interaction mediated by technology. And
this mediation would give the people in the video a “chance” to
possibly edit or not act entirely real especially if it is deemed
unwanted in the societal standards. Out of the possible theories
that could be used Brownman (2004) used Goffman’s
dramaturgical theory or theater theory. He sampled 10 YouTube
videos and the results of his analysis are backstage behavior was
also being portrayed in front stage manner. He explained that in
viewing YouTube videos, we may be gaining access to a
communication that was intended for a specific audience. And as
Goffman suggested, actors define their backstage region based on
different situations and that they are always recreating the
backstage area. Another possibility Brownman (2004) is seeing is

15

Eatyourkimchi started as a personal blog of Simon and Martina Stawski about Korea.
Now their YouTube channel boasts more than 500,000 subscribers with millions of
views. They are now one of the most sought after YouTube stars related to K-Pop.
http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/biz/2011/02/123_82225.html
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that boundaries between front and back stages have been moved
allowing previous behaviors defined as backstage now accepted
in front stage. Blogs are usually considered front stage. Bloggers
try to filter what comes up in the story. Twitter and Facebook may
also be a good case for this as most users tend to present only the
“perfect world” they want. Reaction videos have a lot of gray areas
in terms of front stage and backstage behaviors too. So this paper
will help us analyze such area.
4. YouTube and K-Pop
K-Pop has a very special connection to YouTube for so
many reasons. YouTube has helped the K-Pop industry reached
its “global” “influence.” Oh et al. (2012) argued that K-Pop’s
sudden “global” popularity is the emerging importance of social
media such as YouTube especially in Europe, the subject in their
study. YouTube even now has a channel dedicated to videos
related to K-Pop and continuously creates features that cater to
K-Pop fans such live chats with the Korean idols. The K-Pop
community has this deep connection to YouTube. K-Pop music
video releases are all YouTube centered despite having local
Korean music and video sharing sites like Melon, Bugs etc. not to
mention its broadcast on music channels on cable TV like Mnet,
SBS MTV and ETN. The release is simultaneously done and one
measure of success of the music video is the number of views on
YouTube.
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Just like other fandoms, K-Pop fandom in YouTube also
involves fan produced acts and social networking. Liu (2010)
argued that subtitling and re-uploading Korean music videos on
YouTube has become a battlefield on which meanings are
poached through punning in the process of translation. In Liu’s
(2010) study the Korean idol group Super Junior’s song “Sorry
Sorry” is nonsensically mutated into “That Banana” as fans tried
to make sense of the song lyrics through hybridizing process of
wordplay.
Oh et al (2012) argued that YouTube has been pivotal in
creating secondary users and future fans of K-Pop, while
maintaining ongoing popularity of K-Pop in Asia. YouTube along
with other SNS virtual networks has both promotional and
distributional functions that radio (promotional) and CDs
(distributional) used to have separately. YouTube has no physical
restrictions, it allows fans to enjoy the free K-Pop content without
bundling. It also helps audiences form a virtually networked
community

providing

free

and

constant

communication

platforms among online fans. If there is one common thing K-Pop
fans would use as a social media platform, that would be YouTube.
Some may not even use the other social media platforms. The
accessibility of YouTube videos in almost all parts of the world
and its system of suggesting related videos, even non K-Pop fans
would get a chance to see a video related to K-Pop.
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With the number of services a social media platform could
provide, several forms of fandom activities could also happen
from it. Videos uploaded by K-Pop fans on YouTube show certain
fan behaviors that could be similar or different from any other
fandoms. It is highly impossible to statistically put all of these in
just several categories16 but I will attempt to classify it just like
how Pace (2008) did in his study based on my observation after
reviewing numerous reaction videos. Apparently, there are nine
kinds of videos that K-Pop fans upload on YouTube:

1. Cover videos (dance, song)
2. Fancams17 (concerts, airport, fan meetings etc.)
3. Tutorial videos (fashion, hairstyle etc.)
4. Mashup videos (music videos, songs etc.)
5. Fan message videos
6. Reaction videos (music videos, interviews, issues etc.)
7. Re-uploaded videos (from official sources or from other
fans)
8. Subbed videos (music videos, TV shows etc.). 18
9. Unboxing (Showing off K-Pop goodies)

Just like any other forms of social media, YouTube has also a tagging system. The
problem is not all users use the same tags and languages also vary. So it is highly
impossible to fully identify all categories using statistics.
17 Fancam is a fandom jargon usually used by K-Pop fans. It is short for fan camera.
These are videos taken by fans usually at the airport, concerts, local events
performances and more.
18 There could be more depending on the person who will do the categorization.
16
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Underpinnings
Fans making and uploading reaction videos entail a lot of
meanings on the side of the video uploaders, the viewers and to the
intended artists and producers. Theoretical explanations could start
from a discussion about how fans use social media platform for their
fandom activities. More emphasis on the discussion of reaction videos
uploaded on YouTube is given because for being the main focus of this
study. Then it will proceed with a discussion of the theoretical
frameworks explaining the implications about fans’ utilization of
YouTube’s services, and the behaviors that are being revealed during the
course of recording the reaction video.
A. Participatory Culture
Discussions regarding fandom studies would not be complete
without mentioning the name Henry Jenkins, probably the most prolific
scholar in this field. One of his contributions to this field is “participatory
culture.” An individual/ private person/ the public is not just a consumer
but also acts as a contributor or producer (prosumer). In one of Jenkins’
blog entries19 and also in his book “Fans, Bloggers and Gamers: Exploring
Participatory Culture” (2006) he tried to define participatory culture as:

19

Confronting the Challenges of Participatory Culture: Media Education for the 21 st
Century (Part One).
http://henryjenkins.org/2006/10/confronting_the_challenges_of.html. Accessed: June
2014
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1. With relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic
engagement
2. With strong support for creating and sharing one’s creations
with others
3. With some type of informal mentorship whereby what is
known by the most experienced is passed along to novices.
4. Where members believe that their contributions matter
5. Where members feel some degree of social connection with
one another (at the least they care what other people think
about what they have created)
YouTube is a key site where the discourse of participatory culture
and the emergence of the creative empowered consumer played out
(Burgess and Green, 2009). Participatory culture shifts the focus of
creation from individual to community engagement, to collaboration and
networking. It calls upon what Jenkins (2009) call “distributed cognition”,
which means not only facility with technology but also the social skills to
draw upon the knowledge of others. Gee (2003) calls it “distributed
knowledge” where knowledge resides not in one person, text, or
technology, but is distributed across people, texts, technologies that are
geographically separated yet networked, where knowledge resides
within the network. Levy and Bonomo (1999) 20 as quoted by Jenkins
(2002) has a similar point, which is “collective intelligence”, the ability to
pool knowledge and compare notes with others towards a common goal.

20

Lévy, Pierre, and Robert Bonomo. Collective intelligence: Mankind's emerging world
in cyberspace. Perseus Publishing, 1999.
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Knowledge communities operate as self-sustaining systems out of
mutual interests and a reciprocal exchange of knowledge and
acknowledgement.
Reaction videos are like havens of exchanged knowledge and
emotions among fans. When recording for a reaction video, they usually
share information, gossip, news or anything about the artist. And if they
do not know about the artists, they do their research first or simply ask
the fans who are watching to tell them about the artists. Fans who watch
the reaction videos also get a chance to share what they know about the
artist, which is usually followed by couple of several exchange of
information. They operate as self-sustaining systems out of mutual
interests and a reciprocal exchange of knowledge and acknowledgement
(Duncum, 20011). Same thing goes to feelings. Since reaction videos
show the facial expressions and upper body gestures, the fans watching
it could relate to it. They would usually say they have the same reaction
or an opposite one. Fans also usually share personal things about
themselves or simply about their stories of how they came to like the
artist. Jenkins (2009) notes that fans make no distinction between their
intellectual and emotional commitments. Fans have always defined
themselves through their affinities rather than locality (Jenkins, 2009).
Fans making reaction videos are very vocal about their favorite
celebrities. From the username, to profile pictures to even their
descriptions about their YouTube channels or even the particular
reaction video. Of course, they would also be saying it many times when
they record their reaction video. They simply want to be identified as a
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fan of a particular star. Fans belonging to certain fandom of an artist also
have their own fandom names. Some fans use this as a way to identify
themselves and mingle with other fans who associate themselves with
the artist.
B. Gift Economy
Fan studies scholar Paul Booth, as interviewed by Henry Jenkins21
explained gift economy as in contrast to a traditional commodity
economy, values the social relationships exchange of gifts brings. He
further explained that
“if we re-examine the media creation process from a gift economy
point of view, what we find is that the categories of “producer” and
“consumer” simply don’t function in the same way anymore. Instead of
media “products” being made for “consumers,” content “gifts” are
exchanged between both creators and receivers. The media text is a gift,
which the receiver can reciprocate through attention, feedback, fandom, or
even purchasing advertised products. A gift economy metaphor implies a
stronger relationship between content creators and content receivers, with
more potent feedback implied between the groups. There is also a greater
collaborative potential between audiences and creators, and a more fluid
dynamic between the two. I certainly don’t deny the economic imperative
behind media consumption in general, but I think that in concert with a
commodity economy metaphor, the gift economy helps create a more
complete picture”

21

Taken from Henry Jenkins interview with Paul Booth. ARGS, Fandom, and the DigiGratis Economy: An Interview with Paul Booth (Part One).
http://henryjenkins.org/2010/08/args_fandom_and_the_digigrati.html#sthash.S5ul8105.dpuf. Accessed on June 1, 2014.
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Russo (2009) argued that it is difficult to hold in place distinctions
between owners and consumers anymore. This is because the industry
relies on the labor of fans to produce and promote the value of its
properties. Fan communities are known for the free labor it contributes
to the media industry and its economy. For a non-fan, reaction videos
may appear as useless and boring kinds of videos. However, it is a
different story for fans and the producers or artists. In the music industry,
sports or even in Hollywood, reaction videos are being encouraged. Fans
of the blockbuster movie Lord of the Rings and the horror film Exorcist
encouraged fans to make their reaction videos. Same scenario and even
more vocal in the K-Pop industry. Many idols or entertainment
companies would encourage fans to send them links of their reaction
videos. Some even make competitions out of it with prizes.
Reaction videos act as fan contributions to the success and
popularity of the artist, TV shows, movies, online games, anime, sports
star or anything that falls under the gamut of any fandom. The more
reaction videos uploaded on YouTube about the artist’s music video the
more it appears to be popular and successful. Psy’s Gangnam style music
video received a lot of this support. Before it became so viral, the K-Pop
fandom community instantly supported him through reaction videos,
parodies and more. According to Hellekson (2007), fandom's gift
economy functions as a form of exclusion, a way for fan communities to
preserve their "own autonomy while simultaneously solidifying the
group." Psy’s success was considered as K-Pop fans’ success as the object
they fond of is getting more recognized all over the world.
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Fans are forced to do something because of the marketplace’s
inability to keep pace with demand for personalized media, where the
individual production of media and information can be thought of as a
gift exchange (Currah, 2007). Fans create something that are not
intended for commercial purposes but for their own personal
satisfaction. Many of them also think of making their favorite celebrities
happy through their fan works. Reaction videos is one them. Despite
Terranova’s (2000) argument of gift economies exploitative nature she
also said that it is not really necessary an exploited labor. Fans building
their own network and communities among fans who share the same
interests with them are not compensated by great financial rewards. It is
willingly conceded in exchange for the pleasures of communication and
exchange. So even if it is free with no financial compensation, fans do it
because it is pleasurable and therefore not imposed. To many fans,
reaction videos serve as a venue for interaction and sharing opinion.
When a music video is released, many fans would like to know and see
how other fans in the community see it. The perfect venue for this is a
reaction video. Fans are doing it because it pleasures them. The gifts have
value within the fannish economy in that they are designed to create and
cement a social structure, but they themselves are not meaningful
outside their context (Hellekson 2009).
The issue on copyright is also discussed in gift economy. Most fans
fear that they will be sued for copyright violations if they use “official”
videos or materials in their fan videos. In gift economy the general
understanding is that if no money is exchanged, the copyright owners
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have no reason to sue because they retain exclusive rights to make
money from their property (Hellekson 2009). Lingel & Naaman (2011)
argue that the constructs of gift and sharing economies describe the
social contours of sites like YouTube, where users post content in order
to share, without expectations of tangible compensation. Many fans put
disclaimers on their reaction videos thinking that it will save them from
being persecuted for copyright issues. However, many reaction videos
are not monetized, which means that fans do not get any financial
rewards from uploading the said video. Recently, an issue regarding
copyrights concerning some fans of the boy group EXO hit the news22. A
cover group from Thailand who makes dance covers of EXO’s songs, got
reprimanded by EXO’s company, SM Entertainment for copyright issues.
This happened after many overseas fans called the attention of the
company by reporting that the cover dance group from Thailand has
been making money using EXO’s songs and logo. This issue is one of the
many fears that fans have whenever they upload videos on YouTube.
C. Self- Presentation
Before we used to tell our secrets or stories to selected few. Our
friends, families or people whom we have “intimate” relationships with.
But now, such practice is hardly seen especially with the emergence of
the Internet or the World Wide Web. “Extimacy,” one could say the
opposite of intimacy, tells us that rather than sharing stories to few we
22 EXO ‘cover group’ Millenium Boy enrages EXO fans.

http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20140612000831 Accessed: June 14,
2014.
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tend to share it to as many people as possible in hoping for their approval
or for other reasons. Coined by the French psychiatrist Jacques Lacan
interesting thing is, it was introduced even before the World Wide Web.
Social media platforms we are using these days are all seemed
programmed to cater the concept of extimacy.
“We could look at the interface of the Web and, moreover,
Web 2.0 as a mode of exercising extimacy with other people. A social
networking profile is created and within that profile is a blending
of various symbols from film, TV, art, others’ photography and so on.
Contacting others and “friending” others based on similar websurfing habits expands one’s online self and entwines within one, the
interests and symbolization of another person. Moreover, when
looking at the interface of the computer screen, one experiences the
decentering of one’s self-image, a fragmented mirroring back of
oneself occurs. Desires that are posted by other people, become
one’s own desires, desires that one did not even know existed. By
expanding one’s network, one comes to see oneself as projected by
these other people. Again, there is an intertwining, a conjoining of
self and other and in this conjoining, an extimate self is realized.”
(Jamie Grefe, 2008)
This extimate self may explain to us a portion of why people
record reaction videos. Extimacy is characterized by the exposure of
individual’s inner, most subjective core and is sustained by desire on
feels to communicate his interior psychological side (Mateus 2012).
Reaction videos is a clear example of extimacy. Fans who make reaction
videos tend to tell stories about themselves. Narrating their personal and
subjective opinions is also another point. They want more and more
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people to know their reaction videos promoting it everywhere and
repeatedly asking people to watch and subscribe to their channel.
In Brownman (2004) study about front and backstage behaviors
in YouTube, he used another framework to explain how uploaders act in
YouTube videos. He said, quoting Goffman, we constantly create stages
in our day-to-day lives in which we act according to avoid
embarrassment. Each situation affords us a new constraint, shifting from
front stage to backstage, audience to performer and sometimes faced
with outsiders in which we come upon a performance that was
unintended for our consumption.

Brownman

(2004) calls

it

Dramaturgical Theory while Pace (2008) calls it Theater Theory. This
framework, introduced by Erving Goffman (1959) tries to examine social
interactions in everyday experience. However in this research we will be
using it analyze behaviors on YouTube videos. The only difference is the
performers behavior are the only once being seen not the audience. A
performance is:

“an individual (actor) performs a distinct role given for
the benefit of an observer (audience). The impressions the actors give
and give off during a performance are defined by Goffman as sign
vehicles. During a performance, the actor or actors are considered a
team. Similar beliefs and behaviors are emphasized in the
performance, signifying to the audience that the actors are part of
the same team. Any disagreements between team members are
discussed away from the audience. An impression is maintained by
the team members at all times while in front of the audience. One of
the primary motivating factors for establishing and maintaining a
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consistent

impression

is

the

avoidance

of

embarrassment

(Brownman 2004).”
The boundary between audience and team is defined as regions: front
stage, backstage, and the outside. I have made a table from the
characteristics of each region according to Goffman (1973) as quoted by
Brownman (2004).

Region
Front stage behavior

Backstage behavior

Outside area

Description
Takes place before an audience; the
place where actors perform for the
audience while meeting standards and
expectations of social performance
When the actors are at a pause from
performing for the audience and are
amongst
fellow
team
members
separated from the audience
The area that is not considered part of
the front or backstage but separate from
the performance

Table 1: Goffman (1973) Boundary between audience and team (actors)

This theory provides a framework that allows us to explain fans
behavior in a YouTube video. Fans are also expected to behave in “proper”
manner and expected to have some “ethical” considerations when they
upload videos on YouTube. Reaction videos appear to be done naturally
so one would infer that the things happening in the video are
spontaneous. In this study, it turns out that K-Pop reaction videos are
spontaneous yet not spontaneous at the same time. This means that
some parts of the video are carefully thought while some parts are
indeed spontaneous.
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We could also analyze reaction videos in the frame of the so-called
performance theory. Judith Butler (1988) largely uses such framework
on her analysis of gender studies where she sees gender as an act that
had been rehearsed like there is a script and through repetition to the
point that we come to believe and perform in the mode of belief. To her,
gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time—an identity,
instituted through a stylized repetition of acts. She also added that
gender reality is performative which means, quite simply, that it is real
only to the extent that it is performed. This is very much applicable to
reaction videos especially in the dimension, which I call “Own Star”
discussed in the results and discussion section of this study. This is
because fans who upload reaction videos see themselves as celebrities of
their own. They want to project an identity that they are K-Pop fans but
not just regular fans who shouts and giggle. They make a reaction video
offer their analysis about the music video, exhibit some knowledge only
them would know, wearing make-up etc. Just like Butler’s analysis of
gender, the more fans repeat such acts the more it will give him or her a
chance to constitute an identity, which will only happen as time passes
and that do it repeatedly.
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Chapter 4
Research Question and Methodology
A. Research Question
Many scholars have already identified several fandom activities,
which are usually dependent on the platforms available features and
services. After identifying several fandom activities in YouTube, reaction
videos appear to be a very appealing topic to study. The fact that there
are still no published literatures about this phenomenon, will give this
study a chance to pioneer in its discussion. After mapping out reaction
videos uploaded on YouTube, this study

(1) Explains the characteristics of reaction videos on YouTube
(2) Explains the meanings of reaction videos to fandom as a whole
and to the K-Pop fandom

B. Methodology
The diversity and pervasiveness of digital media can make them
difficult to study, but also can make them compelling objects of
ethnographic inquiry (Coleman 2010).

YouTube being one of the

primary examples of digital media’s diversity and pervasiveness makes
it a good setting for an ethnographic kind of research. Florack and Vos
(2008) defined ethnographic research as a descriptive study of human
societies relying substantially on participant observation within their
fieldwork. Florack and Vos (2008) also added that this method has the
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following features:
-

A strong emphasis on the nature of a social phenomenon
rather than testing a hypothesis.

-

A tendency to work with unstructured data without a closed
set of analytic categories.

-

Use of a low number of cases, or just one, in detail.

-

Use of qualitative data, during which quantitative data plays a
subordinate role.

To gather data, this study used online participant observation, a
qualitative research method, which comes forth out of traditional
ethnographic research (Mack et al. 2005). Later on findings were
analyzed to give a better understanding of this study’s research agenda.
1. Online Participant Observation
Using participant observation to the online environment has
already been applied and adapted by several scholars (Williams, 2007,
Leander and McKim, 2003, Hine, 2000, Markham, 1998). Markham
(1998) 23 as quoted by Williams (2007) identified a group of Internet
users who considered cyberspace as a place where ‘they can go and meet
and talk with others.’ Although such online worlds may not have a
physical substance, they are thought of as meaningful places where
things happen that have genuine consequences, Markham (1998) added.
Presuming that there will be multiple perspectives within any given
23

Markham, A. (1998) Life Online: Researching Real Experience in Virtual Space.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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community, participant observation is aimed at knowing the different
perspectives and creating an understanding of the link between them
(Florack and Vos, 2008, Mack et al. 2005). Participant observation’s aim
is to analyze these diverse perspectives and understand the interplay
that takes place. Participant observation takes place in the participant’s
own environment which in this study YouTube and specifically reaction
videos, which could be seen anywhere. Mack et al. (2005) pointed out
that participant observation, as a method is distinctive because the
researcher approaches participants in their own environment rather
than having the participants come to the researcher. They also added
that the researcher engaged in participant observation tries to learn
what life is like for an “insider” while remaining, inevitably, an “outsider.”
In this study, reaction videos on YouTube’s diverse perspectives
and interplays were recorded and analyzed. In doing participant
participation, Mack et al. (2005) and Spradley (1980) suggested several
categories of what to observe. The nine categories according to Spradley
(1980) are space, actor, activity, object, act, event, time, goal, and feeling.
Please check Table 2 for the brief descriptions. Table 3 on the other hand
is Mack et al. (2005) suggested categories. It has six categories
appearance, verbal behavior and interactions, physical behavior and
gestures, personal space, human traffic, and people who stand out.
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Dimension
Space
Actor
Activity
Object
Act
Event
Time
Goal
Feeling

Definition
Physical Layout
Range of people involved
A set of related activities that occur
The physical things that are present
Single actions people undertake
Activities that people carry out
The sequencing of events that occur
Things that people are trying to accomplish
Emotions felt and expressed

Table 2: Spradley (1980) Nine Observational Dimensions in Human Interaction.

Category
Appearance

Includes
Clothing, age, gender,
physical appearance

Verbal
behavior and
interactions

Who speaks to whom and
for how long; who initiates
interaction; languages of
dialects spoken; tone of
voice
What people do, who does
what, who interacts with
whom, who is not
interacting

Physical
behavior and
gestures

Researchers should note
Anything that might indicate
membership in groups or in sub
populations of interest to the study,
such as profession, social status,
socioeconomic class, religion, or
ethnicity
Gender, age, ethnicity, and profession
of speakers; dynamics of interaction

How many people use their bodies and
voices to communicate different
emotions; what individuals’ behaviors
indicate about their feelings toward one
another their social rank, or their
profession
Personal space How close people stand to
What individuals’ preferences
one another
concerning personal space suggest
about their relationship
Human traffic People who enter, leave, and Where people enter and exit; how long
spend time at the
they stay; who they are (ethnicity, age,
observation site
gender); whether they are alone or
accompanied; number of people
People who
Identification of people who The characteristics of these individuals;
stand out
receive a lot of attention
what differentiates them from others;
from others
whether people consult them or they
approach other people; whether they
seem to be strangers or well known by
others present
Table 3: Mack et al. (2005) proposed categories on what to observe when participant
observation.
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This study modified the categories suggested by Mack et al. (2005)
and Spradley (1980) into a more applicable set, considering the nature
of the online setting specifically reaction videos. There are a total of ten
observation dimensions in a reaction video as discussed in the results
and discussion part of this study. Whitehead (2005) also used Spradley’s
suggested list, but modified it to only seven dimensions. He combined
acts, activities, and events into one category, as only one category,
behavior. I have also modified the list and make it more appropriate to
what I have observed in the reaction videos, resulting into ten
dimensions.

Dimension
Background
Reactioner
Activity
Music video
screen
Appearance
Time
Goal
Feeling
Detail
Language

Definition
Physical Layout of the place as shown on the screen
Range, description of people recording the video
A set of related activities and behavior during the
course of recording the video
Location of the music video screen; whether the
music video screen is present or not
Reactioners appearance in terms of clothing, age,
gender, physical appearance
The sequencing of events that occur
Things that people are trying to accomplish
Emotions felt and expressed
Editing details, subtitles, copyright
Language/s used

Table 4: 10 Observational Dimensions of K-Pop Reaction Videos

Table 4 shows the 10 observational dimensions of K-Pop reaction
videos are: background, reactioner, activity, music video screen,
appearance, order of time, goal, feeling, detail, and language. Instead of
using actor, this study used reactioner pertaining to the person or people
recording the reaction video. Space was also changed to background as
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we only get to see the background of the video. Some backgrounds
appears to be easy to identify while in other videos it is impossible to
classify. Events and act are fused into only one dimension, Activity.
Instead of using object I changed it to the music video screen dimension
as it seems to be the only element that physically present in almost all
videos that is close to an object. Appearance, Time, Goal, and Feeling
dimensions were copied as it is. Detail and Language were newly added
dimensions.

Becoming a participant. Successful participant observation in the
virtual environment requires a different set of rules, as opposed to
conventional observation techniques (Florack and Vos 2008). In
YouTube one could watch videos without even registering an account for
the site. Although the only feature you are allowed to do is watching
videos. Commenting, clicking likes and dislikes are not allowed. If you
register for an account one must take into consideration the profile
picture you will use and the username. In studies concerning avatar, the
characteristics

such

as

appearances,

gestures

and

textual

communication of the avatar convey the participant’s intentions (Florack
and Vow, 2008, Williams, 2007, Hine 2000). In the case of YouTube, you
have an option not to put a profile picture in your account. In this case a
generic default photo will automatically appear.
Photo 3 shows two examples of K-Pop fans commenting on a
reaction video. Notice the user named joonbum kim. The user does not
have a profile picture so the default profile pictures appears beside the
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username. It is hard to tell the gender because all users without profile
pictures automatically use only one default picture. The username on the
other hand could tell us many things like the user could be a fan of the
Korean actor Kim Bum or the idol Lee Joon and more. Depending on
other users’ interpretation. The user Harpun573 on the other hand has a
profile picture of a female idol Yura of Girls Day. The user is not
necessarily female because it could also be a male who likes the said
female idol. In other cases there are also users who upload their real
photos while some also write their real names. Users are given the
freedom how they want it to be.

Photo 3: Samples of YouTube profile pictures and usernames

As an active user of YouTube, in this context, visiting/using the
site on a regular basis, I have seen many changes and improvements of
this site. I also have my own YouTube channel that I manage since 2006
so I do not just watch videos I also upload them. I also had several
internships at Korean entertainment companies where I had to manage
and monitor social media accounts, which also includes YouTube. I came
to realize that many of K-Pop’s activities are heavily dependent of the
online set up. There are many things that I could probably mention but
for the purposes of this study I will just go directly to the aspect of K-Pop
fandom’s dependence on YouTube along. By dependence, I mean that
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many of K-Pop fans’ activities are mainly centered to YouTube; K-Pop
dance/song covers, uploaded fan taken videos, music videos or TV shows
subbed in different languages and more. Only two years ago, in 2012, a
more recent kind of fan made video started to emerge, the so-called
reaction videos. It started with relatively only few fans uploading videos,
but number is increasing probably almost on a daily basis. Before I
started to pursue reaction videos as the focus of my study I have already
seen countless number of reaction videos and even observe the YouTube
channels of users who frequently upload these kinds of videos. If we
apply the time modes in ethnographic research to my case, I have
employed the selective intermittent time mode. 24 For a period of 2 years,
I was able to familiarize myself about reaction videos. I was also able to
examine and interpret specific rich context that these reaction videos
have. I have registered for other several YouTube accounts under
different conditions; one account has a profile picture of a male idol but
the username is female. One account has a picture of female idol and a
username that seems like a real name of female user. The last one
account is, it does not have profile picture and its user name is a
combination of several male idols’ name. I used those accounts to
subscribe to different channels at the same time initiate interactions
through the comment section. The kinds of interactions were also

24

Jeffrey and Troman (2004) suggest that there are three different forms of research
ethnographic research time, each with specific features that highlight different aspects
of ethnography; ‘compressed,’ ‘selective intermittent’ and ‘recurrent.’ Selective
intermittent being having more fluid relationship between the extent of fieldwork and
analysis. The length of time spent for research is also longer than two other time modes.
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different in order to generate different reactions/kinds of responses
from other users.
Data Gathering. 25 This study gathered data using YouTube’s very
own search engine and filtering functions. Using the keyword “reaction
videos” I gathered the first 200 videos that came out. There are different
ways to filter and four ways to sort: Relevance, Upload date, View Count
and Rating. I have decided to use two filters Relevance and View Count.

Photo 4: YouTube Search Engine and Filters26

Strangely, the results change in an unknown time span. Every time the
same search process was done, it showed minor changes in the list of
videos. One or two videos in every page were gone and got replaced with
other videos. In Chatzopoulou at al. (2010) study, they claimed that a
video does not stay for more than two days in the top of Today. This
indicates that standard feeds are very competitive, and that the video has

25

In my first attempt to study reaction videos I used a different method to gather data.
I used online questionnaires and sent it to as many as 60 K-Pop fans who make reaction
videos. The plan was after getting responses I will also do follow-up interviews.
However, after sending and re-sending the questionnaires, I only got two responses.
Due to time constraints, I cannot afford to extend another semester, I decided to just
change the methodology and stick to online participant observation. However, I will be
using the two responses to reinforce my arguments on certain points of this study.
26 No. 1 in Photo 3 indicates the search engine of YouTube where we input the
keywords to get our data. No. 2 you can click the filters which are divided into several
methods. No. 3 shows the ways to Filters through Relevance, View Count, Rating and
Upload Date.
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a small window of opportunity to climb to the prominence through those
feeds. Due to the ecstatic nature of YouTube’s parameter, I decided to
consider the list that came out during my latest search, May 23, 2014.
For the list of videos please check then Appendix A and B. The list later
on was classified into themes and used for analysis.
Our second research question is focused on K-Pop fan made
reaction videos. Since I will only review K-Pop fandom’s reaction videos,
I decided to use the keyword “K-Pop music video reaction” to get a more
specific and relevant list. It was then filtered to “View Count.” The first
50 videos that came out and uploaded by 50 different YouTube channels
were reviewed and analyzed. Again, the results changes in unknown
time basis so I decided to use the results of the latest search I did for the
said keyword, April 30, 2014. For the whole list please check Appendix C.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
A. Four Themes of Reaction Videos
Using the search word “reaction videos” typed into YouTube’s
search engine, the topics of the first 200 videos that came out using “view
count” and “relevance” filters could be classified into four (4) themes
Themes of Reaction Videos
(1) Music
(2) Viral Videos
(3) TV Show-Movies
(4) Game
Professional Reaction Video Channel
Not Related

Number of Reaction Videos
80

Total

60
42
8
7
3
200

Table 5: Themes of Reaction Videos (Relevance Filter)
Themes of Reaction Videos
(1) Viral Videos
(2) Music
(3) TV Show-Movies
(4) Game
Professional Reaction Video Channel
Not Related

Number of Reaction Videos
99

Total

24
16
8
14
38
200

Table 6: Themes of Reaction Videos (View Count Filter)

Table 3A and 3B show distribution of the reaction videos
according to themes. The 4 themes are (1) music, (2) viral videos, (3) TV
Show-Movies, and (4) Game. Reaction videos about Music have the most
number (80 videos) using the relevance filter but has only 24 videos in
the view count filter. Reaction videos focusing on viral videos generally
aim for many views as much as possible as the nature of the videos they
are reacting to, is to be spread rapidly and shared instantly on the
Internet. Music on the other hand, especially K-Pop fan made videos, one
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could say that fans want to convey and share the meaning and quality of
the activity to other fans and to the artist or producers, other than just
increasing the number of view count. Although, a higher number of view
count would be very much helpful in gaining more fans to participate in
the sharing experience happening in reaction videos.
Reaction videos I classified under the Professional Reaction Video
Channel are not considered a theme or topic because the videos were
uploaded by a professional YouTube channel that solely makes reaction.
They make reaction videos to almost all topics, which are also mainly the
topics stipulated in this study, viral videos, K-Pop music, TV Show or
movies and more. The mechanics of their videos are very staged as they
assign sets of people who will be doing the reaction videos like kids,
teenagers, adults and people of old age. Videos are also professionally
made in terms of quality, editing, studio location, camera shots and
angles and more. Although there are already several professional
production companies in YouTube, it seems that there is only one that
produces nothing but reaction videos. The YouTube channel is called The
Fine Bros. Other professional producers like The Buzz Feed, makes many
reaction videos through their website and official Facebook page, while
others simply do not generate enough number of views so it just got
filtered.
The videos classified under Not related are videos that are not
really reaction videos as the kind of reaction videos being studied in this
research. The videos are science related videos showing reactions of
different chemicals or simply music videos with titles that have the word
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“reaction” to it, thus not related. Based on the results, the “relevance”
filter is more reliable than the “view count” filter. 38 videos that came out
in the “view count” filter were not at all related as compared to only 3
using the “relevance” filter.
1. Viral Videos
Usual topics. Viral videos are the most common topic of reaction
video in view count filter and second in relevance filter. The reaction
videos that fall under this theme usually deal with a variety of subjects.
From videos dealing with heavy societal issues to as simple as personal
reactions to college acceptances to puppies and cats and babies to
probably the most insane scatological antics kind of videos you could find
in YouTube. Common titles are 1 Guy 1 Jar, Miley Cyrus VMA
Performance, the infamous Slenderman, Maze and more. Viral videos are
the most common theme for reaction videos because of its nature; it
mainly aims to entice reaction.
How reaction videos are made. Reaction videos under this topic
are usually the simplest and shortest. Simple because they just put a
camera in front of them and record their “honest” reactions to what they
see. If they make a reaction to video, most of the reactioners do not even
bother to put a small screen of the video being reacted. Although the
nature of the viral video to be reacted is off due to contents. Prolific
vloggers usually make it a point they make reactions to viral videos.
GloZell Green, a famous vlogger on YouTube who have recorded more
than a thousand videos on her channel have already made several
reaction videos to viral videos. It is also common to see videos uploaded
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by YouTubers or Tubers as classified by Lange (2007) as people who
have a more intense engagement with YouTube in terms of the amount
and type of their participation, uploading reaction videos of viral videos.

2. Game
Usual topics. This pertains to sports games and computer/ online
games. Data shows that there are reaction videos to sports like boxing,
football/soccer, and basketball. Online games on the other hand are
varied.27
How reaction videos are done. Reaction videos are done while
watching a sports game and a computer/online game. In some reaction
videos the reactioner just plainly uploads his/her reaction about a
particular game without even showing the actual footage of the game.
Online games usually last for a long time depending on the gamer. On the
other hand, live games are usually 2 hours long, which makes it
impossible for fans to do the whole reaction in one video only. In some
cases for online games, the reactioner could be playing the game while
simultaneously doing the reaction video. In some videos, reactioners’
their faces could be seen while some do not show it at all. Only the
reactioners’ voices could be heard, which usually involve a lot of cursing.
Some also goes to the length of editing their videos showing different
compilations of many reaction videos. One sports fan, kitchel22130,

27

There could be a specific type of online game fans make reactions to but this study
only reviewed few so it is hard to generalize. Data show that games entitled Super
Smash Bros and Diablo III have reaction videos. Interesting because both games are
very different so this might be a good topic of study in the future.
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uploaded a compilation of people’s reaction to the American soccer
player Landon Donovan’s winning goal. He compiled reaction videos
filmed in sports bars and plazas in many states in America. An online
game fan GoodIdeaGaming on the other hand uploaded his reaction video
on how he won a particular stage at a short period of time. Apparently he
did a very exceptional thing only his co fans would understand. The
reaction video he made only showed the game without his face. Although
his voice was loud enough to be heard including his dramatic
exclamations when he won. He also did cursed a lot and it was not
censored.
3. Music
Usual topics. Reaction videos under this theme are most likely
about music videos of artists. Others would be videos of live
performances, fancam, issues/scandals concerning about the artists and
more related things about the artists. Under this theme, K-Pop is the most
common genre with the most number of reaction videos. Graph 1 shows
that under the Music theme, there are more reaction videos about K-Pop
than non K-Pop music videos in both “view count” and “relevance” filters.
For non K-Pop music videos, data show that, fans of specific artists like
One Direction, Justin Beiber, Beyonce, Lady Gaga are the only ones who
make reaction videos. It would be hard to say why but they are
undeniably some of the most popular artists these days (as of writing this
study) and in a global scope.28 Many fans in both K-Pop and Non K-Pop

28

Finding out why only fans of specific artist make reaction videos could be a good
topic for a research about reaction videos.
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domain are multi-fandom. This means, they like many artists. Some are
also very loyal to just one artist.

17
K-Pop

52
7
K-Pop

Non KPop

28
Non KPop

A: “View Count” Filter
B: “Relevance” Filter
Graph 1: Number of K-Pop and Non K-Pop reaction videos

How reaction videos are done. When reactioners chose to react on
a video, they record themselves watching it through a computer (in other
cases TV, smart phone/tablet etc). The reactioners’ face usually appears
on the screen too. So far I have not seen a reaction video under this theme
that does not show the face of the reactioner. Reaction videos about KPop have another separate detailed discussion in the latter part of this
study.
4. TV Show-Movie
Usual topics. Reaction videos that fall under this topic are videos
of TV Shows, Japanese anime, movies, and movie trailers. Based on the
data gathered, common titles that came out were Twilight and Games of
Thrones and Japanese anime.
How reaction videos are done. It might be hard to imagine how
reactioners make the reaction video when the videos will be relatively
long unlike music videos, which only ran in the span of 3 to 5 minutes.
However, based data show that most videos under this topic falls only
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under the common 4 -15 minute- duration of a YouTube video. This is
because, usually even if the TV show lasts for 30 minutes or even longer,
the reactioners edits their reaction video and only highlights the
reactions he/she deems interesting or probably worth showing. In the
case of the reactioner Gigguk, he fused two episodes of Iwatobi Swim
Club into one reaction video lasting only for 4 minutes. Other reactioners
on the other hand, even if they watch the whole episode, they upload
their reaction videos in several parts. For example, reactioner
LunarSpiral11272 has two reaction videos for the 5th episode of Stardust
Crusaders. Her videos were both more than 10 minutes long, which is
equivalent to the length of the said episode, roughly 20 minutes.

B. Reaction Videos as a Fandom Activity
As the Internet has been joined by a host of other technologies
that extend both fandom and the prospects for engaging in fan activities
into multiple pockets of life (Gray et al., 2007) more and more kinds of
fandom activities are also being created. Even though reaction videos are
mainly made to record reactions of viral videos, in this study we could
say reaction videos can also be said mainly a fandom activity. Three
themes of reaction videos Game, Music, and TV Show-Movie are all
fandom related themes. If we combine the number of videos of these
three themes under the “relevance” filter there are way more reaction
videos made by fans than reaction videos about viral videos.
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Not
Related
10

Viral
Videos
60

Fandom
130

Graph 2: Number of fandom related reaction videos

Although reaction videos are presented differently depending on the
kind of fandom, we can conclude that boxing fans of world champion
boxer Manny Pacquiao, boy bands One Direction or Super Junior fans and
also Twilight movie fans, have another one common fandom activity,
making reaction video.
C. Defining Reaction Videos
During the beginning phase of this study, I only reviewed reaction
videos made by K-Pop fans. So I have always thought of reaction videos
as only recording someone’s reactions while watching another video
with the reactioner’s face exposed. From this study we can conclude that
it is more than that. Basically the most common factor is recording
someone’s reaction through a camera. How it is recorded is another story.
Even though most reaction videos are taken by installing cameras in
front of the reactioner other scenarios could also happen like having
someone hold the camera and take a video. Another difference also lies
on the kind of materials to be reacted. The most common is a video (of
different themes like viral videos or music video or a sports game). It
could also be an object like an old cassette tape. It could be an act being
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done in front of the reactioner. It could also be just about an issue about
a fan’s favorite artist or about a societal problem. Another difference is
whether the face of the reactioner should appear or not. The element of
facial anonymity could also be enjoyed in making a reaction video.
D. Ten Observational Dimensions of K-Pop Reaction Videos
This study reviewed 50 K-Pop reaction videos uploaded by 50
different YouTube channels. As mentioned, Mack et al (2005) and
Spradley (1980) proposed categories/ dimensions to be observed were
slightly modified to fit to the online setting and the nature of K-Pop
reaction videos. I changed the naming of some dimensions. Space, Actor
and Object dimensions were changed into Background, Reactioner and
Music video screen respectively, having similarities in descriptions.
Although, object was totally changed to a new dimension that is only
present in reaction videos. On the other hand Activity, Act and Event
dimensions were fused to one as only Activity. This is the same case with
Whitehead (2005) where he combined acts, activities, and vents into one
category, as behavior. Three new dimensions were added, Appearance,
Technicality, and Language, which I deemed applicable in this case.
Please check Table 4 again on page 43 for reference.
1. Background (Physical Layout of the place as shown on the screen)
Most of the reactions videos were taken inside the comfort of
reactioner’s house most specifically bedroom where bed and wall full of
posters could be seen. 24 reactions were taken in the bedroom. What was
once a private affair, confined to the bedroom among a few friends, is
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now public for the whole world to witness (Duncum, 2011). Other
reaction videos were taken in a living room (15), kitchen (3) and veranda
(1). There are few who did videos not in their houses in places like
classroom (2) but still under the comfort of what we call “second” home.
In some of the reaction videos it is hard to identify the space so I just
labeled them as Unknown (5).
Background
Bedroom
Living room
Kitchen
Classroom
Veranda
Unknown

Number of Reaction Videos
24

15
3
2
1
5
50

Total
Table 7: Background of Reaction Videos

Today, it is normal to see other people’s bedroom and things we
used to be only discussing with friends we meet offline are now common
topics online as well. Peters and Seier (2009) argue that the filmic space
is sacrifice because it depends on the position of the camera. Cameras are
usually built in the computer which naturally results in limited
possibilities when it comes to set design hence the it displays endless
series of private spaces. Mateus (2012) argued that everything is
supposed to be seen, even personal aspects once closed in privacy. He
then relates it to the concept expansion of the gaze or scopophilla, which
is a Greek word meaning love to look.
2. Reactioner (Range, description of people recording the video)
The number of reactioners in each video varies. Table 5 shows
that the number ranges from one reactioner up to as many as six
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reactioners. Note that this is only for the videos being reviewed in this
study. In other reaction videos that were not included in this study, there
are more number of reactioners. Data shows there are many reactioners
as duo, both males (3) or both females (12) or even a male-female
tandem (6). One of the duos were a mother and daughter tandem. There
were 16 reaction videos with only one reactioner (11 Males, 5 Females).
One of the six videos that have 3 reactioners was a family (father, mother
and daughter). Four reaction videos had 4 reactioners, 1 reaction video
had 5 reactioners and 2 reaction videos had 6 reactioners.
Number of Reactioners
1
2
3
4
5
6

Number of Reaction Videos
16
21
6
4
1
2
Total: 50

Table 8: Number of Reactioner and corresponding number of reaction videos

All in all 3 reaction videos were done by a family while 31 reaction
videos were done with friends. The wholesome image of K-Pop gives fans
the confidence of sharing their fandoms to their families and friends who
are non K-Pop fans. KpopDerps, who has been uploading K-Pop videos on
YouTube since 2012 and probably one of the pioneers of K-Pop reaction
videos made her family members react to K-Pop videos. In her YouTube
channel, she started making reaction videos alone then joined by friends
then let her parents and sisters also join making reaction videos. In
several videos she does not appear on the video instead instruct her
family to do a reaction. Through the process we could see that making a
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reaction video becomes a favorite past time for her family. Sometime
they would gather in the living room and make several reaction videos.
They have even made several reaction videos during holidays too like
Christmas and New Year. It is the same case with other reactioners too
like who made a reaction with her mother who was also very
knowledgeable about K-pop. One team of six reactioners were also three
sisters, one brother and two friends.

Ethnicity and nationality. Knowing the ethnicity and nationality of
each reactioner is a little bit complicated than expected. Just by watching
one reaction video will not tell the researcher in an instant the
reactioners’ ethnicity and nationality. In most cases, the “About” section
of every YouTube channel only tells information about the reactioners
social media links and addresses and if lucky enough a little bit of
information about his or her fandom. Although some would say their
nationalities but basically there nothing that tells about the ethnicity.
Therefore, ethnicity could only be identified by directly asking the
reactioners either through the comment section or sending them a direct
message. Another method is watching the other videos in the YouTube
channel where the reactioners mention about his or her ethnicity, which
is very tedious. Since I have been observing this phenomenon since 2012,
I am already familiar with most of the reactioners. I have already seen
most of their videos where they mentioned something about their
ethnicity and nationality. I have also read some of their interaction with
other fans through comment section where they have mentioned about
such information about themselves. Appendix D provides a list of the
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perceived ethnicities of the reactioners based on their appearance and in
some cases as claimed by the reactioners themselves. In the case of
nationalities, many reactioners have mentioned it in their other videos
while in some cases their English accents tell us about where they are
from. The classification of ethnicities is only limited to Caucasian, Black
and Asian. It is impossible to go beyond the three classifications just by
looking at the appearance of the reactioners unless they mention it. Like
in the case of the reactioner freshlyFLIPPED, he mentioned in many of his
videos that he is a Filipino-American living in Texas. The same reactioner
also left a comment on reactioners TalaGaGa Girls video telling us what
their nationalities are. Their accents also tell us that they are from the
Southern part of USA. I was able to confirm it when they said they are
from Florida in one of their videos.
3. Activity (A set of related activities and behavior during the course of
recording the video)
This study identified twelve (12) sets of activities and acts
reactioners do when they make a reaction video. As you can see the most
common activity they do are Fan Interaction and Fan Connection, 49 and
48 videos respectively. Self- Promotion comes in third with 40 videos
followed by Remembering Scenes and showing Knowledge about the artist
with 37 videos. Many tell their Personal Fandoms (35 videos) while being
Experts appeared on 36 videos and telling Personal Stories has 33 videos.
More than half of the number of reaction videos showed some Artist
Promotion (28 videos). 23 reaction videos have reactioners who think
they are their Own Stars. The last two activities are Giving Ratings to the
music video and showing off some of their Korean know-hows.
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Activity

Remembering Scenes
Korean knowhow
Knowledge about the artist
Artist Promotion
Giving Rating
Experts
Fan Interaction
Fan Connection
Own Star
Personal Story
Personal Fandom
Self-Promotion
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Graph 3: Activities on Reaction Videos

These 12 activities could be classified into three categories; SelfPresentation, K-Pop Knowledge, and Interaction. The categories are based
and could be explained by the theoretical frameworks used in this study.
Table 9 shows the assigned categories of each activity.
Category

Activity

Self- Presentation

Own star, Personal story, Personal fandom, Selfpromotion, Korean know-how
Knowledge about the artist, Artist promotion,
Giving ratings, Experts, Remembering scenes
Fan interaction, Fan connection, Personal
fandom, Personal story

K-Pop Knowledge
Interaction

Table 9: Three Categories of Activities on K-Pop Reaction Videos

In the case of Personal fandom and story, these activities were
classified into two categories because both could be analyzed as a
presentation of self on the side of the reactioner but at the same time it
could also be a way for them to interact with other fans. The category
Self-Presentation, as the name implies, tell us that some activities are
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mainly aiming to present the side of the reactioner. K-Pop Knowledge
and Interaction on the other hand, scream elements of participatory
culture and gift economy.

a. Self- Presentation
Under this category, the activities are: Own star, Personal story,
Personal fandom, Self- promotion, Korean know-how.
Self-Promotion. Apparently reaction videos are not only for the
sake of other K-Pop fans. Reactioners themselves do a lot of selfpromotion. They usually plug some of their social media accounts,
asking viewers to follow them. They also ask viewers to click like, to
subscribe to their channel and write some comments. They also use
it to promote other videos on their channel, usually the previous or
next videos. For those who have businesses, they also promote it
here.
SUBSCRIBE, IT'S FREE!!! ► http://full.sc/WhsHav
JOIN TEAM GODLIKE'S CHANNEL ► http://full.sc/1kYnfmx
Collaborate, Business Inquiries and More ►
misterpopotv@gmail.com
TWITTER ► http://full.sc/1jN1UP6
INSTAGRAM ► http://full.sc/1gnSTqY
LIKE MY FAN PAGE ►
http://www.facebook.com/misterpopotv
SHOP AT MISTERPOPOTV ► http://full.sc/1gnSxk8

This is how reactioner MisterPopoTV’s description box
look like. This reactioner has his own shop. He sells shirts with
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funny designs and writings on it. Other reactioners are doing the
same thing. It is like they are their own marketing officers and that
they have to market themselves. The question is for what purpose?
One could say for more fan connection since they could interact
through other social media platforms or maybe they are aiming
for something bigger? Becoming popular in YouTube is essential
for marketing services and products (Chatzopopulou et al. 2010),
although most of them just promote their own social media
accounts making it more like promoting themselves.
While some video makers heavily promote their videos to
connect to as many people as possible, others tell only few friends
about their work (Lange 2008). YouTube has three different
options for this in the settings. If your video is set to Public then
everyone can see it. If it is set to Unlisted, it will only be seen to
people who have the link of your video. The last setting is Private,
which as the name implies only viewable if the video is opened
through your own account. The reaction videos I reviewed are
assumed to be all public videos because they appeared on the
search engine. Other videos under labeled unlisted and private
are not searchable. Also, there might be reaction videos that are
unlisted but private is a little bit hard to imagine since it defeats
the purpose of making one.
Personal Fandom. Many reactioners never fail to inform
viewers about their own fandoms. They usually mention their K-
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Pop biases 29 even if no one is actually asking them. Knowing
someone’s bias initiates different reactions from other fans. If fan
shares the same bias with reactioner it could serve as a start for a
good conversation or even a relationship. Meaning they could
share their own stories about their bias like why they like
him/her etc. Many viewers in the comment section also tell the
reactioner about their biases. So it is always a two way system.
Soukup (2006) quoting Ferris (2011)30 saying that a substantial
number of people spend a considerable amount of time talking
about and thinking about their favorite musicians, actors, athletes
so it is normal for K-Pop fans who met online when watching a
reaction video. Being a fan to a particular celebrity also say
something. Identification plays an important role in fans
parasocial relationships with celebrities (Soukup 2006). Also
identification processes associated with fansites, fans can
significantly

influence

the

meanings,

uses

and

even

production/distribution of media text. However, in this case, the
setting is not a fansite but a reaction video with a feature that
could serve as a forum. So if the reactioner says she is an EXO fan,
there is a tendency that her view could influence those who are
watching her video.

29

Bias is a fandom term being used usually by K-Pop fans. This refers to their favorite
member in an idol group. One fan can have many biases as he/she wants.
30 Ferris, J. (2001). Through a glass, darkly: The dynamics of a fan-celebrity
encounters. Symbolic Interaction. Vol. 24, pp. 25-47.
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K-Pop fans abroad are mostly multi-fandom. As opposed
to the norm among Korean K-Pop fans who are usually only fans
of one idol group. Usually it is expected that reactioners will only
make reaction videos to the music videos of their favorite artists,
but it is not always the case. Many reactioners make reaction
videos to music videos of artists that they do not even know or
familiar to. As long as it is K-Pop. In cases like these they would
usually ask viewers to tell them about the artists because for sure
one of the viewers are fans or at least know something about the
group.
Personal Story. YouTube is probably the most prominent
example of media practice that allows the individual to record the
minutest details of his or her life and to distribute them (Peter and
Seier. 200). Many reactioners also open up stories about their
lives even if it is not related to what the video they are reacting to.
Some would show their photos when they were young while some
would show newspapers in their own city. Some would introduce
their family members. Telling story has long been recognized as
an important dimension of social movements (Polletta, 2006).
Brough and Shresthova (2012) argues that the centrality of
content worlds to fan cultures pushes us to rethink storytelling as
a collective activity in which individuals and groups contribute to
the telling, retelling, and remixing of stories through various
media platforms. In this case is fan’s personal story.
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Own star. I call this activity as “Own Star” because many
reactioners would think of themselves as their own stars. They
would act like they are the stars of their own shows. Like they are
radio DJs or music show VJs and that they get so many requests
from their listeners and viewers. Many reactioners even have
their own logos or slogan. Some even have their own introductory
video which the play every time they start making a reaction
video. Photo 5 shows two YouTube channels with official
introductory videos. Other reactioners also run events like Fan of
the Day. Many of them call their viewers as fan rather than
subscribers or viewers.

Photo 5: Sample of Introductory Video of a Reaction Video

Some reactioners also have P.O Box addresses for their
fans. I have seen one video of reactioner kimmicci saying that she
has been getting e-mails from her fans who want to send her gifts
so she decided to put on the description box her address.
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SEND ME STUFF!::
[This is my P.O BOX Address]
Micci Trahan
4001 S. PINE ST. #111748
TACOMA, WA 98411
USA

Having ulterior motives of becoming a star using YouTube
is nothing new. As mention in the literature part, Cayari (2011)
studied it. Lobelygirl15, one of the most popular vloggers and
arguably the first YouTube star could be said as also the pioneer
of the idea that YouTube could be a venue for everyone to be a
star. Although in her case lead to several doubts in succeeding
videos as to its authenticity (Hilderbrand, 2009).

Korean Knowhow. Some reactioners try to show some
knowledge about Korea as country, its language, culture and place.
Shane, an American male who manages the channel Shane’s K-Pop
Videos, tend to insert some Korean words and expressions that he
knows. He also put some Korean writings on his description box
and even texts on his videos. Shane, according to his answer to my
questionnaire said that he prepares some Korean words when
before starting to make the video. Many female reactioners also
try to do some “aegyo” as if they are imitating Korean women
doing it. Reactioner Enzo, an Italian male who manages the
YouTube channel kumokodo, mentioned some of his experiences
in Korea.
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In an interview conducted by Suh (2013)31 for Columbia
News Service, she interviewed Tara Edwards, a student at New
York University who started learning Korean language because of
K-Pop.
“K-pop is a way into Korean culture,” says Edwards. “You
can’t just like K-pop because you realize that your favorite singers
are in K-dramas or in Korean movies. But the stories can get lost
in translation, so you have to learn the language.”

This did not really come as a surprise anymore as many KPop fans try to learn the language and culture of Korea because of
K-Pop. This is same situation as how the exports of Korean
dramas influenced many overseas to visit Korea and also study
the language. A proof to that is the increasing number of Korean
cultural centers abroad.

Suh, Seunghee (2013) K-Pop Helps Fans Learn Korean, Gangnam Style.
http://columbianewsservice.com/2013/03/k-pop-helps-fans-learn-korean-gangnamstyle/ Accessed on June 9, 2014
31
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b. K-Pop Knowledge
This category tell us that fans making reaction videos are very
much involved in participatory culture and free labor. The following
activities are in this category: Knowledge about the artist, Artist
promotion, Giving ratings, Experts, Remembering scenes
Remembering Scenes/ Narration of each scene. Another
common activity is that many of these reactioners narrates every
scene even if the viewers can also see the video. After the music video
they try to review everything by remembering the scenes and give
out their opinions. Sherry, one of the reactioners of DoubleSS and
Shane of Shane’s K-Pop videos were the only two respondents who
sent in answers to the questionnaires I sent when I had my first
attempt to gather data for this study. In the question “how do you
compare your behavior on your reaction videos to when you react on
videos without a camera?”
Sherry:
“I sometimes talk a bit more than what I would when not
filming just to keep the video more interesting to the viewers- but
I’m still expressing my genuine opinions and thoughts but they are
just spoken out loud and expressed more. “

Shane:
I don’t talk out loud LOL. My reactions are generally the
same but without commentary (of course). Though, of course,
anytime you are on camera and have an audience, you tend to
express yourself more outwardly than you do when you are alone.
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Because when nobody is around, usually you keep your thoughts
and whatnot inside.
Their responses tell us that this activity remembering scenes,
narrating each scene is something not natural but needs to be done
because there is a camera in front of them.

Experts. Rather than experts we could also coin this activity
as showing interest. Reactioners comment something on four
common topics fashion (hair & make-up), dance choreography,
videography (camera angles etc.), and even the music video’s
storyline or plot. Some plainly say they like or hate while some go
to the length of voicing out their thoughts about it as if they are
“experts.” As it is widely known, the so-called Korean Wave or
Hallyu influenced a wide range of entities like music, movies, food,
fashion, cosmetic products and more. K-Pop fans are naturally
interested in many elements in K-Pop’s music video. Ubonrat and
Shin (2007) claimed in their study about young Thais behavior
that many young Thais imitate Korea’s fashion and style. This is
because they are influenced by Korea’s cultural artifacts like
fashion, movies, pop songs etc.
Give Ratings. Reactioners are like givers of Michelin Stars
but in this case they are giving the stars to music videos. Some
directly give a grade like A+ while some are creative like
comparing it to the number of “packs” in the abs muscle of their
favorite idols. Some also use a ranking system based on their
personal biases.
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Artist Promotion. Fans have always been publicist
according to Baym (2007). She also added that fans are using the
Internet to publicize and distribute pop culture materials across
international boundaries in ways that reshape traditional
markets. They do not only promote themselves they also promote
the artists. In many reaction videos, many reactioners invited
their non K-Pop fan friends and throughout the video they keep
on telling things about the artist. It is their time to promote their
biases too. Dylan Jacob, a male reactioner is known to be a diehard
fan of Girls Generation. In all of his videos that I reviewed, he
consistently promotes the artist. In his reaction video for one of
the group’s music video he kept on asking people to buy CDs and
download it legally through iTunes and then he also writes it on
texts and even put in the description box
Buy Mr.Mr. - http://bit.ly/1ecGpEY
Mr.Mr. on iTunes - https://itunes.apple.com/album/girls-...
Watch Mr.Mr. - http://youtu.be/Z8j_XEn9b_8

If there is a symbiotic relationship between reactioners
and viewers there is also a similar relationship between the
reactioners and the artists. Fan activities have many times at least
indirectly benefited powerful corporations or what Jenkins refer
to as directly benefiting (Pearson, 2010). We can view making
reaction videos as both directly or indirectly promoting the
artist’s single. In Staiger (2005) discussion of Jenkins’
classifications of fan behavior, he mentioned that there are fans
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who are really very eager to “help” their favorite celebrities.
These are the fans that belong to “the constitution of a base for
consumer activism” use extra textual information in other ways.
They campaign, they send letters to show writers, director and
more. In the analog age, the free exchange of gifts happened in
person, through snail mail and at conventions, but the advent of
the Internet has greatly facilitated both the production of gifts and
the exchange mechanisms among fan communities (Pearson,
2010). However in K-Pop it is more than that. Many fans run
donation drives which are donated to different parts of the world
under their favorite idols’ names. A recent trend is even planting
a “forest” and naming it after the idol. These kinds of activities are
done to help create a good image to their favorite celebrities at
the same time to their own fandom.
Knowledge about the artist. Reactioners tend show that
they know something about the artist. Some are very
knowledgeable. In the case of the reactioner Exotics, two females,
they can name all 12 members of EXO and even mention each
member’s birthplaces. Of course this is normal for those who are
fans of a particular group. Knowing the names of the members is
just a basic prerequisite. Some mentions the companies who
handle the artists, some would even say something about artist’s
favorite color or food and more. Fans also do their own researches
about their K-Pop idols. This shows that K-Pop fans abroad are
not really at par from fans who are in Korea. This is because
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almost all K-Pop related even not K-Pop related, are all being
translated into English by many sites that only caters to K-Pop
fans.
Wall and Dubber (2010) who studied jazz fans said that, there
exist an unofficial and fluid hierarchy of esteem and prestige, ordered
around knowledge and around the provision of access to music. In KPop as well, knowledge means power. The more they know the more
they are accorded respect and deference by members of the
community. To gain more knowledge and experience K-Pop fans
usually try to personally experience K-Pop starting from their local
places to the point of visiting Korea, the mecca of K-Pop. It is an
unwritten rule for fans to come to Korea if they want to level up in
the K-Pop fandom. Being able to come to Korea gives the fans so
much higher chances of gaining more knowledge about their idols
than any fan who are overseas. Many reactioners, share their
experiences about K-Pop, and the more they do it the more they gain
their own fans and credibility about K-Pop. Many take videos of their
experiences attending conventions, K-Pop concerts. These are all
good to their own K-Pop curriculum vitae. The more the personal the
knowledge the more it has a value.
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c. Interaction
Fan interaction and fan connection are some of the main
activities that most fans do why they involve themselves in many
fandom activities. Reaction videos serve as their way to engage with
other fans. Therefore I also put in this category personal fandom and
personal story, which suggest that fans do share these personal
information about them to other fans as the topic of their interactions.

Fan Interaction. Fan interaction mainly happens in the
comment section. Out of the 50 videos only 1 video did not allow
viewers

to

post

comments,

the

video

uploaded

by

namastedwaedjikim. This YouTube channel is managed by two
sometimes three female K-Pop fans from the USA. The channel also
currently holds the most viewed K-Pop reaction video title
(1,847,817 as June 2014), which is about the music video of Psy’s
Gangnam Style. However, the number of Dislikes (7,231) is also
shockingly higher than the Likes (4,123). Chatzopoulou et al. (2010)
argued that popularity metrics (view counts, comments, ratings,
favorites) are highly correlated. However, in this case, the high
number of comments, seem to be correlated to the high number of
dislikes. I have followed this channel so I know how popular they are
to many K-Pop fans. It seems to be not the case in this reaction video.
They put this on the description box of the video
NOTE 2: Comments have been disabled due to
unnecessary threatening and demeaning comments. We
are not forcing ANYONE to watch this video. If you do not
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like it, then you can stop watching. We appreciate those
who gave us support in liking and watching this video,
and we will continue to make them as long as the
Minions want us to.

Good thing they were still able to make more reaction
videos despite the demeaning comments they got from this one
reaction video. If you check their other videos, comments are
usually allowed. In fact, I was able to comment in some of their
videos before when I tried to test how interactive they are to other
fans. They respond to inquiries diligently. In the case of their
reaction video to Gangnam Style it seemed that it received many
negative criticisms to the point that they have decided to block the
commenting function. The rest of reaction videos show that
indeed fan interaction happens whether interactions between
reactioners and viewers32 or among viewers themselves.

Photo 6: Interaction between Reactioner and Viewer

32

For the purposes of this study “viewers” is being used as people who watch the
reaction video. They can also be called subscribers or fans.
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A number of researchers have contended that virtual
interactions have not only consolidated interest in fandom, but
also provided opportunities for different types of fans to interact
with one another (Dodds, 2006). Photo 5 shows an interaction
between the reactioner and a viewer. To an outsiders eye their
conversation is hard to understand like they are using another
language. Topics of interactions happening in the comment
section are also very varied and may totally be not related to the
video or to K-Pop. Some praises the reactioner for his reaction or
for his fashion or hairstyle. Some would send reaction video
requests like which music videos they want the reactioner to do
next time. Sometimes it also becomes venue for fan war or just
war of words. Some just plainly insult or give bad feedbacks.
Needless to say, interaction happens at so many level in reaction
videos. Sharing and commenting on videos actually helped many
users maintain connections with their friends and relatives at a
distance (Lange 2008). And also in Lange’s (2008) study,
according to her interviews, the intelligent commentary on a
video could stimulate closer social connections if the reactioner
continues to communicate with the viewer who commented.
Fan Connection. At the start of reaction videos, before
doing the reaction video proper reactioners usually say they are
going to react to a particular music video because of the requests
from their subscribers. Trying to convey that they have heard the
viewers’ voices and requests. The act of complying with these
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requests, implies that reactioners try to connect with the fans.
Jenkins et al (2009) defines participatory culture, as that it is
critical for participants to feel connected to other fans because
they feel the emotional support of a community eager to see their
productions. In this case requests from other fans and the
reaction videos being the product of it. Some even verbally
mention or put a text on the screen the usernames of the viewers
who did the request. Reactioner Grissles Vault wrote this in almost
all description boxes of his YouTube videos.
A Quick Bio About Me:
I'm a Kpop Fan From the State of Ohio in the Midwest
United States. I found Kpop when PSY released his
Gangnam Style Music Video in 2012. A couple Friends
had showed me it on youtube and i was hooked.I found
new groups slowly over the next 4 to 5 months. But i
really didn't start discovering true Kpop until i started
doing MV Reactions. That started in April of 2013 with
the release of Psy's Gentleman MV. So i am still a Kpop
Noob when it comes to Groups and Members. But all
My Followers have been a big help. Teaching me on my
journey into the Kpop Universe. Crayon Pop - Bar Bar
Bar (Dance Ver.) MV Reaction

The statement itself shows a lot of dimensions. Fan
connection as he shares his own experiences as a K-Pop fan and
being a new fan. And of course for telling that his Followers33 are

33

The word Follower is usually used for the platform Twitter. In this case the
reactioner could probably meat the people who follow his Twitter of to those who
subscribe to his YouTube channel or to those who Like his Facebook page.
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a big help. Showing concerns to the fans well-being is also a sign
of wanting to connect. Reactioners usually give warnings that
they will be screaming throughout the video so they remind
viewers to lower down the volume. Many reactioners also
mention that before they make the reaction video they already
check photos or GIFs from other K-Pop fans’ Tumblr accounts.
This shows that they also check other K-Pop fans blogs and that
they share the same fandom with them, thus fan connection
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4. Music video screen (Location of the music video screen; whether
the music video screen is present or not)

Photo 7: Sample of small music video screen

It seems like the location of the music video screen is important
in K-Pop fandom reaction videos. As you can see in the photo below there
is a small screen located in the middle of the reactioners. Photo 7 shows
the ideal location of the screen. It should appear as if the reactioners are
watching the video. There are 35 out of 50 reaction videos that follow the
same arrangement. 13 cases put the small screen in another location
while 2 cases did not show the music video at all.
Location of MV Screen
As if reactioners are Watching
Different Direction
No music video screen

Number of Reaction Videos
35
13
2
Total: 50

Table 10: Location of MV screen

Popular reactioners Courtney and Jasmine of 2MinJongKey even
uploaded a video on how to make a reaction video. Apparently, the
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location of music video screens are important if you want your reaction
to be “watchable.” Table 10 shows us that majority of the videos, 35
videos to be exact, put the small screen of the music video in the direction
as if they are also watching it. Out of the 50 reaction videos, there are
only 2 videos that did not have a small screen for reaction videos.

5. Appearance (Reactioners appearance in terms of clothing, age,
gender, physical appearance)
Surprisingly all reactioners were presentable. Meaning no one
appeared on the video looking rugged or dirty. As contrary to what I
thought that reactioners can just wear anything they want they still tend
not to. Although most of the reactioners just wore casual clothes, there is
a considerable amount of female reactioners who wore make-up and
dressed up fashionably with matching accessories. Sherry of DoubleSS
answered in her questionnaire that she tries to dress up when she’s
filming for a reaction video. A good-looking reactioner VanityMr in one
of his videos tried to project that he just woke up. However, his
appearance show otherwise.
K-Pop artists’ relatively wholesome image could have influenced
the reactioners to also “behave.” As mentioned above, they are identified
through their fandom so if they would appear not presentable or behave
in a strange way then it may also affect the image of their idols and their
whole fandom. Shane and Sherry’s answer could tell us that preparation
is needed in making a reaction video.
(Shane) I think about what I might want to say in Korean as
I often do an English and Korean intro but I don’t do much preparation
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for a reaction video. News story videos, I think about a script first
usually.

(Sherry)
set

up

laptop,

Download
make

sure

the
there

is

music

video

good

lighting

Plan out intro and what I want to say in the beginning of the
video. Then I Get dressed and prepped before filming sometimes
re watching the teaser, or learning a bit more about the
group/artist before watching the music video.

6.Time (The sequencing of events that occur)
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

50

49
48

44

Pre Music
Video

Music
Video
Proper

Post Music
Video

Number of Videos

Ending

Time
Graph 4: Sequence in K-Pop Reaction Videos

After reviewing countless K-Pop fandom reaction videos it is safe
to say that K-Pop fans follow an unwritten rule of order/sequence in
doing a reaction video. The sequence is as follows: Pre Music Video (48),
Music Video Proper (50), Post Music Video (49) then finally the Ending
part (44).
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Before doing a reaction of the music video, reactioners usually
have a ritual of greeting their subscribers first then talks about the music
video they are going to react. This is the Pre Music Video stage. Sometimes
they talk about the artist or sometimes say something totally unrelated.
Then proceed to the reaction proper. Once the music video starts to play
the second sequence also starts, Music Video Proper period. Then Post
Music Video stage happens where they usually tell their opinions about
the music video and more. The last stage is the Ending stage. This stage
usually shows the reactioners saying goodbyes or playing video bloopers
or short videos of next videos to expect. They also show the links of their
social media accounts most of the times.

7.Goal (Things that reactioners are trying to accomplish)
In filming a reaction video, believe it or not, the act of watching
the music video is said to be the biggest “challenge” for the reactioners.
That is why many of them make sure they set their mood first. The Pre
Music Video stage serves as the getting-ready stage. Some reactioners
stop the music video the middle saying they could not handle the video
anymore because it is sexy, very hot and more. It may appear as joke to
any outsider but many reactioners do such. So what reactioners really
try to accomplish is to be able to finish a music video and survive it, as
how they would say it.
Several observable dimensions and activities mentioned in this
study actually imply the reactioner’ goals in making a reaction video. A
reactioner profusely promoting his or her social media accounts could
mean that the goal for the video is to be able to gain many followers.
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Reactioners asking viewers to buy the artists’ CDs legally then giving
several official links on where to purchase could mean that the reactioner
is serious in promoting the artist. Telling viewers about your own
personal fandom, your favorite biases in one idol group means that you
want to share and let other people know it and you would expect people
to also share their own stories. This goes the same thing to sharing
personal stories totally not related to the fandom. Some reactioners’ goal
is to convey or project an image. When the reactioner exhibits certain
knowledge about the artists or comments on the fashion and styling or
maybe about camera angles, they are usually trying to establish an image.
The goal is to establish some sort of credibility which translates to more
subscribers, increase number of views and more. The appearance and
language also signify a goal. Doing a reaction video wearing make-up
with a fashionable get up could be interpreted in many aspects. It could
be that the goal of the reactioner is to also gain fame and become a
celebrity with the aid of YouTube videos. Avoiding bad or foul words
when recording for a reaction video tells us that K-Pop fans may think
that if they will be doing such derogatory acts it may also affect the image
of the artist and the fandom they belong to.

8. Feeling (Emotions felt and expressed)
Since this study is about reaction videos, this dimension is
probably the easiest to spot on. Spazzing 34 , laughing, screaming, nod
dancing or even dancing are basic among the spontaneous reactions that
34

Another K-Pop fandom terminology meaning going crazy, someone acting so hyper
after seeing his or her favorite idols.
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appear on reaction videos. Some also cry for different reasons.
Reactioner KpopSavant, two females, made reaction video to Hyo Shin
Park’s Wildflower, a soft dramatic ballad song, so they end up crying at
the end. Most do have positive reactions so they usually express
satisfaction. Some reactioners also do not mind expressing their
frustrations about styling. The reactioner Hellokpopfriend, two females,
got criticized be their viewers because one of the reactioners kept on
laughing at the hairstyles of the artists.
9.Detail (Editing details, subtitles, copyright)
Many reactioners took the pain of taking care of every details in
their reaction video. Out of 50 videos 13 cases specifically wrote
something about copyrights. Reactioner KpopSteve inserted this on his
description box
“DISCLAIMER - I do not own the music video or any of the music used in
this video. All rights go to Psy, Yang Hyun Suk and YG Entertainment.”

Some reactioners think this kind of statement will be able to save
them from persecution against intellectual property law or from being
blocked by YouTube. Music videos produced by the biggest
entertainment companies in Korea like SM and YG are able to block fan
re-uploaded videos. That is why views are concentrated to only one
music video. Disclaimers are often directed at an imagined audience, the
copyright owners/ original creators that is why it often includes request
like “Please don’t sue” (Tushnet, 2007).
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“Matched Third Party” or “Video blocked in some countries” are
some of the commonly experienced copyright issues by reactioners on
YouTube. Usually, if someone’s YouTube channel videos reached a
certain number labeled as such, there is a possibility account suspension.
Fans who very active in re-uploading videos, subbing videos, making
covers also experienced the same thing as fans who upload reaction
videos. As Hellekson (2009) argued that at the heart of this anticommercial requirement of fan works is fan’s fear that they will be sued
by producer for copyright violation.

Photo 8: Some Copyright Issues Experienced by Fans in YouTube 35

Aside from the copyright issue, I also put the Editing in this
dimension. Many of K-Pop reactioners put effort on the design of their
YouTube channels and try to edit videos in their own artistic ways.

35

Based on my experienced in the field, videos are labeled as No. 1 (Video blocked in
some countries) and No. 2 (Matched Third Party) because the video may include music
that is owned by a third party, which is usually the music distributor or in some cases
big entertainment companies. The video is still playable but if the YouTube registered
third party files a complaint it may cause the removal of the video.
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Although in Lange (2008) study she said that the video quality is not
necessarily the determining factor in terms of how videos affect social
networks, in the reactioner’s perspective it is directly associated with the
dream of making it successful and gain appreciation from friends and
other peers. To achieve social recognition among peers and maybe
beyond, this could be articulated in terms of the editing, the video making
skills and product quality (Muller, 2009).
I will also put under this dimension the importance of the
description box in every video. In the About section of this box, the users
can write basically anything they want. Some would write a brief
description about the video, some write their social media addresses,
some would promote the artist, some would put the copyright notice and
more. However, one most important part is that it is a space where you
could explain in cases you are misunderstood because you cannot edit
the video anymore once it got uploaded on YouTube. Of course you can
also write it on the comment section but as time passes your comment
will buried by other comments. The description box is actually the
perfect location. This is what namatedwaejikim did when their reaction
video got criticized by many people.
10. Language (Language/s used)
This study only reviewed reaction videos in English. I personally
have not seen reaction videos done in other languages except for one
channel that makes reaction videos everything in Spanish. However, this
dimension is not just about English or which language, this is also about
the seemed to be strict prohibition saying bad words. The choice of
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words. Reactioner Rikaxhikari scolded her friend when she uttered one
bad word saying bad words are not allowed in their videos. Her friend
was also very apologetic at the same time. One reactioner JREKML tends
to say bad words but try to make it as a joke and project like he is cool
for saying it. Sherry and Shane’s responses to my question on things that
should be avoided were
Excessive swearing, repulsive reactions, gestures and offensive
comments targeted at a personal level (Sherry)
Excessive cursing? To keep it a bit more friendly. I would say
anything [very] derogatory should be avoided because it’s not the place
for it and will only receive negative feedback anyway. (Shane)

Both of them agreed that swearing, cursing is a big no no in
reaction videos. Just like how K-Pop artists value a wholesome image, Kpop fans also do the same. The association that comes with the
identification that you have, through the fandom you belong to is very
important among K-pop fans.
On the other hand, there are also non English native speakers who
opted to make their reaction in English. In the 50 videos reviewed in this
study eight were not English native speakers. From my observation they
were Russian (2), Swedish, Spanish, Singaporeans, Italian, German and
French. Most of them would apologize ahead for maybe wrong choice of
words like reactioner SimonReactsToKorea and K-Samy. Sometimes they
would utter words in their own language and they would immediately
say sorry. In the case of the Limitless, managed by three Swedish females,
they were kind enough to put subtitles to parts of the video where they
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have spoken Swedish. As someone who puts subtitles on YouTube videos,
this is not an easy job, it is a very tedious one. This tells us that since
reaction videos are mostly done in English language, many K-Pop fans
also try to adhere to such unspoken standard. As I have mentioned above,
many fans interact with other fans through reaction videos. If the
language is different from what most other fans are using, then it will be
hard to interact and establish a connection with other fans in the
community.
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E. Meanings of reaction videos to the K-Pop Community
After our discussion of the observational dimensions and
activities of K-Pop fan made reaction videos, it is easy to say that there is
indeed a special connection. Reaction videos are not only connected to
the fandom but to the whole K-Pop community.
Establish Legitimacy. Participatory culture in YouTube is not a
gimmick or a side show, it is absolutely a core business (Bakioglu, 2013)
especially in the case of K-Pop fandom. K-Pop fan made reaction videos
are relatively more organized compared to the reaction videos made by
other fandoms. From small details of music video screen location to
avoiding rude/ foul words even up to their appearance. In other non KPop reaction videos, it would be normal to see reactioners drinking
vodka or even doing the video shirtless. This is something a K-Pop fan
could not afford to do as it will also ruin his or her reputation including
the fandom he or she belongs to and the image of his or her favorite
celebrity. Even though Korean local media project K-Pop as a global
phenomenon, it is still considered a minority both as a music genre and
the fandom that goes along with it. Thus, many of its activities are aiming
for a legitimacy. Kim (2012) very recent study on reaction videos, she
claims that the process of creation and transformation of attention to
reaction videos is a development of attention to K-Pop and of its
struggling for cultural recognition. Thus, making reaction videos as one
of these activities that aims for K-Pop’s cultural legitimacy.
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Legitimacy as defined by Sunchman (1995) is a generalized
perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable,
proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms,
values, beliefs, and definitions. The entity we are talking here is the KPop community itself. Korean singer Psy, trying to gain recognition in a
global scope could also be seen as a cry for legitimacy of K-Pop. Holden
(2006) argued that legitimacy is a precondition for securing a larger, and
more secure place for culture and creating such legitimacy will depend
on institutional innovation that engages the public understanding and
contributing to the creation of cultural value. The K-Pop community is on
its way to establish legitimacy sometimes with the aid of Korean
government institutions and even Korean companies overseas. Many
countries are starting to hold K-Con, a Korean pop culture festival that
usually runs for several days, 36 concerts, fan meetings and more. In
Moore’s (2007) study on how the hip-hop community tries to legitimize
its existence, hip hop claims legitimacy by creating their own cultural
institutions. One could probably say that even if K-Pop is not mainstream, it
has dominated the YouTube world. YouTube being the “mainstream” in the
online realm in terms of video –sharing,37 has been helping K-Pop in creating
its own cultural institution. Girl group Girls’ Generation winning the

36

As someone who writes for a K-Pop news site, I have learned that, although it is still
relatively new, K-Con is already being held in several countries. They usually invite KPop stars as the highlights of the said event. So far countries like USA, Philippines,
Australia, Germany are said to have organized the biggest conventions gathering
thousands and thousands of fans.
37 According to YouTube statistics there are more than 1 billion unique users that visit
YouTube each month and over 6 billion hours of video are watched each month on
YouTube—that's almost an hour for every person on Earth
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prestigious Video of the Year award in YouTube’s very own YouTube Music
Award in 2013 is a proof that K-Pop fandom is one in supporting the drive
for legitimizing K-Pop.
So far only overseas K-Pop fans make and upload reaction videos. I
have not seen any reaction video made by a Korean fan or a reaction video
purely conducted in Korean language. This does not mean that Koreans are
shy in front of the camera since there are also other kinds of videos that many
Korean upload. In fact there are certain videos that Koreans have started like
“mokbang” and several human interests’ videos. However, Korean K-Pop
fans have never resorted into uploading reaction videos. So reaction videos
are used by overseas K-pop fans as means to also establish legitimacy within
the K-Pop fandom. It is overseas k-Pop fans way of showing their support to
their favorite groups and to K-Pop and at the same time telling Korean K-Pop
fans that they also exist, that they also know the happenings in the fandom
etc. During my stint as a K-Pop reporter and internships at entertainment
companies, I was able to witness several kinds of fan wars. Not just from one
idol group’s fans to another groups, but also overseas fans against Korean
fans.
Many K-Pop fans make their reaction videos really good, in terms
of editing, and interesting at the same time. Some may even project
“coolness” or being smart just to avoid any bad stereotypes for being a
fan of a minority fandom. K-Pop fans prepare when they make reaction
videos. Some reactioners organize events like “Fan of the Day” for their
own fans. Editing also shows how serious reactioners are in their videos.
Greater legitimacy and support will from many people will only happen
if they engage more with the public (Holden, 2006). According to
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Sunchman (1995) legitimacy is socially constructed in that it reflects a
congruence between the behaviors of the legitimated entity and the shared (or
assumedly shared) beliefs of some social group; thus, legitimacy is dependent
on a collective audience, yet independent of particular observers. K-Pop fans
trying to project a wholesome image through reaction videos by not saying
foul words or doing derogatory or just being presentable on the camera
suggest that the fandom tries to establish legitimacy.

Getting Recognition and Establishing a Career. In Cayari (2009)
study of the YouTube star Wade Johnston, he mentioned that YouTube
musician has utilized YouTube to create, develop and sustain their
musical career. This could also be the case for fans who are making
reaction videos. The idea of reaction videos is really simple. Catching
someone’s honest and real reaction to something on camera. However,
to some it is a serious business. Judging from the many videos I have
reviewed, it is easy to pinpoint which reactioners have the “future” in this
kind of business. A video guide on how to live life in Korea created by
Simon and Martina Stawsk called “Eat Your Kimchi” could be said as a
primary example of vlogger’s success story. Of course there are many
more vloggers out there who are already successful in their own chosen
topics for videos but the case of Simon and Martina is special to K-Pop
fandom as both also make reaction videos aside from the many other
videos. Both came as English teachers but now they are pursuing a full
time career in vlogging world that talks nothing but K-Pop and things
related to K-Pop. They are already considered celebrities in the K-Pop
world even if they are not K-Pop idols. Just like K-Pop idols they also take
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the stage and talk in K-Pop conventions around the world. They have
been invited to tour around the world too as vloggers and as “experts” of
K-Pop and whereabouts of Korea. Not to mention their appearances on
TV shows and their interviews with many Korean celebrities.
Their success story is the dream career of some reactioners who
wish to make a career in this area. Of course they will not bluntly say that
they want to build a career but the way they make reaction videos is a
little bit different from how other ‘normal’ K-Pop fans would do. During
their reaction they usually “over react” to poke some fun. They are also
prone to making parodies for the sake of a comedic and a different
presentation. Kpopchonny, MisterPopoTV, 2MinJinkJongKey, JREKML and
more could be the reactioners trying to walk the same path as Simon and
Martina. However, if they really have to be considered as celebrities and
recognize as K-Pop experts or gurus they would have to lessen their “fanlike behaviors” and act like “professionals.” In the case of Simon and
Martina, even if they make reaction videos, their reaction videos do not
have the spazzing and screaming elements, which happens to be
common dimensions in “normal” fanmade reaction videos. If those
reactioners are ready to give up the spazzing and focus on the editing and
making their reaction videos appear to be more professionally done as
compared to other reactioners, then they are ready to be next Simon and
Martinas.
Ironically, YouTube fame only counts as fame after it is picked up
by traditional mass media like television, movies, newspapers and so on
(Dijck, 2009). This means that if YouTubers want to be “mainstream”
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famous, they have to be recognized and advertised by the traditional
media first like television, radio and newspaper. Something even
YouTubers themselves recognized. Simon and Martina would not have
make it if they were not invited to guest on Korean TV shows. They highly
promoted their guestings on TV shows and were also praised by their
fans saying they are now “really” already famous because of it. This could
probably explain why many aspiring singers or celebrities these days
take YouTube and other social media platforms to promote themselves
and establish their own identity and fans. YouTube stars like Christina
Grimmie who recently joined The Voice USA, a reality TV show,
mainstream media, just to pursue her dream as a singer. The same case
happened to Megan Lee now turned K-Pop solo singer. If these
reactioners want a piece of fame through YouTube, they may have to
undergo recognition and establishing a career stage first. This phase
happens to be not an easy task but is relatively easier to get a recognition.
And getting recognition from the K-Pop idols these days is not that hard
anymore considering the emerging importance of social media in the KPop world.

Main Fandom Activity. Making and watching reaction videos are
becoming a main fandom activity in the K-Pop world. The good thing is it
works both ways. It is an activity for both the reactioners and the viewers.
YouTube users who subscribed to reactioners YouTube channels are
mostly also K-Pop fans. They may have not managed any YouTube
channel nor upload reaction videos, but they are very keen to watch the
reaction videos and also share their thoughts/ reactions through the
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comment section. For youth, fan communities represent a space in which
to develop identity in terms of self-efficacy, exercising curiosity, meeting
challenge, attaining public recognition and enabling social interaction
and support from like-minded, similarly focused others (Duncum, 2011).
Recording and watching reaction videos are becoming a pastime
activity not just for fans but also to families and friends. Reactioners
Katedizzy mentioned that because they wanted to make a reaction video
together they always make a schedule on when to watch the music video
and whose bedroom they will record it. In the case of KpopDerps, as
stated above, making reaction videos has been a common yet special
pastime for her and her family. SarangaheBros, a group 6 high school
boys make time to gather and do a reaction video together.

There are also more K-Pop reactioners out there who regularly
uploads reaction videos that were not included in this study. Some even
uses a reaction video application which is very user friendly. Even non
techie fans can manage to upload their own reaction videos. Some seem
not to mind even if they only get very minimal viewership. Many even do
not get any comments nor likes and dislikes but they still make a reaction
video and upload it. Being a main fandom activity, K-Pop fans see
reaction videos as their way of helping their idols. It is fans giving,
receiving, and reciprocating which results in the creation of fan social
networks (Hellekson, 2009, Pearson 2010).
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
As media fandom has moved online, fans have started to also use
variety of different means to interact, and create texts (Booth, 2008). One
of these online venues for fandom is the video-sharing site YouTube. The
site plays a pivotal role in hosting many of today’s fandom activities. In
the surface it may just give fans a chance to upload and watch videos but
actually there is more to it than meets the eye. One of these activities is
the focus of this study, reaction videos.
From this study we have learned that making reaction videos is a
common activity among different fandoms. In this study, fans of sports,
online games, TV shows, movies and music are the ones who mainly
upload reaction videos on YouTube. However, we have defined that
depending on the fandom, reaction videos may also differ in terms of how
it is presented. Music, TV shows and movie fans tend to follow the
“standard format” of reaction video. This study shows that a reaction
video’s “standard” format is a reactioner inside bedroom, sitting in front
of a computer while watching a video. That moment is being recorded by
a camera installed in front of the reactioner. The face of the reactioner
appears on the screen the whole time, being the highlight of the video.
However, this is not always the case. Some reaction videos made by
sports, online game and sometimes TV shows and movie fans too have
different ways of making a reaction videos. Many did not show their faces
instead only made their voices loud and clear.
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K-Pop fan made reaction videos usually have the most organized
presentation as compared to other fandoms. They religiously follow
certain unwritten rules that are not even considered in other fandoms
such as time sequence, existence of music video and its location, and the
use of language. K-Pop fan made reaction videos have four parts; premusic video, music video proper, post-music video, and ending. There is
also usually a small screen for the video being watch and its location is
specially put in the direction where the reactioner is watching the video.
Judging from the observational dimensions of K-Pop fan made
reactions videos, one can simply conclude that there is a special
connection between the two. Reaction videos may not be exclusive to KPop fandom but K-Pop ‘style’ of reaction video has its unique flavor quite
distinctive from other fandoms. We have learned that reaction videos
are special to K-Pop community because it serves as a tool to establish
its cultural legitimacy, a venue to establish career and get recognition, and
it is considered as a main fandom activity. As Ahlstrom and Bruton (2001)
argued, when lacking legitimacy, the ability of an organization to pursue its
goals and accumulate resources can be substantially reduced. Through
reaction videos where fans and producers could work both ways, K-Pop could
likely establish its legitimacy as time passes and as it gain more cultural
recognition. Legitimacy affects not only how people act or sees K-Pop but
also as to how it is being understood. Audiences perceive the legitimate
organization not only as more worthy, but also as more meaningful, more
predictable, and more trustworthy (Suchman, 1995). Reaction videos made
by K-Pop fans, as it tries to project an image more likely front stage, certainly
aims for a legitimacy. Although, the question on whether it will deviate from
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the kind of “norm” it tries to establish today is another interesting
phenomenon to be observed in the future. However, as K- Pop establishes its
legitimacy it would be easier for its fans to experiment on newer or different
ways to fandom.

As according to Sunchman (1995) organization may

diverge dramatically from societal norms yet it will retain its legitimacy
because the divergence goes unnoticed. This is because legitimacy has
already been established.

Unlike any other fandoms, for K-Pop fandom reaction videos are
seen as a serious business. Following certain unwritten rules is one thing
and reactioners’ appearance are considered important. They have to
appear presentable not just for their own image’s sake but also for the
sake of the fandom’s image that they are identified to. It is also a pastime
activity among friends and family. Friends and families of K-pop fans
gather just to make reaction videos. K-Pop Reaction videos is a place
where the “self” could be celebrated because it is a venue to establish
career and recognition for some K-Pop fans. Reactioners being
“celebrities” of their own having their own fandom. Fans are also getting
recognition from other fans and even from the celebrities. And reaction
video is a main activity where interaction and connection among fans
encouraged. It is a space where K-Pop fans could voice out their opinions
and contribute their own cent on just about anything.
The 10 observational dimensions and 12 activities in reaction
videos mentioned in the previous chapter could be analyzed using the
theoretical frameworks presented in this study. Some dimensions and
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activities could be explained in more than framework so there are
several overlapping cases.
Under the participatory culture framework are fan interaction,
fan connection, personal fandom, personal story, remembering scenes,
experts, give ratings, knowledge about the artist, and feeling. We could
analyze the dimensions and activities above based on Henry Jenkins
(2006) definition of participatory culture mentioned in theoretical
underpinnings section in this study. The reaction video itself is a form of
artistic expression and a community engagement made by the fans. In
participatory culture, members feel some degree of social connection
with one another. Many activities happening in reaction videos do show
through fan interaction and fan connection. Sharing personal things like
fans own fandom and private/individual stories and feelings also entail
some connection to other people as you share something that are not
readily discernable. Informal mentorship is also said to be present in
participatory culture. This tells us that Remembering scenes, giving
analysis like an expert, giving ratings about the video and telling people
information about the artist are some of the activities that portray
mentorship. By doing such, fans do think that their contributions matter
as it is recognized and patronized by co K-Pop fans and sometimes even
by the celebrities or producers themselves.
Reaction videos are living proof of gift economy or free labor at
its finest. One could say that if an idol group has a very strong fan base
who enmeshes themselves in a relatively strong participatory culture,
promotional activities of the idol group will be easier to implement. This
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is because the gift economy will work its magic. Reaction video as a whole
is already a gift economy. The more reaction videos there are about an
artist’s work the more it is considered popular too. It is being used as a
poplar metric so it is highly encourage by the producers. On the other
hand, some dimensions observed in the reaction videos could also be
explained through the gift economy framework. Fans vocally doing artist
promotion on their reaction videos is one very evident example we could
see. Having a small screen for the music video or just simply showing the
whole footage is another way of subtle promotion about the artists’
works. In the case of K-Pop fandom’s reaction videos, the consideration
of reactioners in their appearance and the use of language in order to
“protect” the image of their favorite idols or the whole K-Pop fandom
itself is another work done by consumer side of the spectrum, the fans.
In the self-presentation framework this study used Lacan’s
extimacy, Goffman’s Dramaturgical Theory and Performance Theory
(Butler, 1988) to explain. From the name reaction video and from the
nature of YouTube platform, everything that will show up in the video
will be a form of extimacy. Telling everyone his or her personal fandoms
and stories through reaction videos are acts of exposing one’s inner and
subjective core. This also goes without saying that reactioners have the
desire to communicate and talk about it. Self-promotion also shows
extimacy as it aims to be spread to many viewers as much as possible.
The dimension called Own Star could be analyzed through the lens
of Dramaturgical or Theater Theory.

Using Goffman’s (1973)

classifications of regions, the whole reaction video could be said as a
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combination of all regions, front, backstage and outside area. However,
we could also see it as only front stage because the reactioner does not
change the location in the middle of the video. Goffman’s definition of a
performance also fits the own star dimension. Reactioners think of their
videos as their show where they play the roles of DJs or VJs. Reactioners
involve give sign vehicles and trying to appear presentable (Appearance)
and carefully choosing the appropriate words to avoid embarrassment
and hatred from the viewers.
Butler’s (1988) performance theory argues that a central concept
of the theory is that your gender is constructed through your own
repetitive performance of gender. Projecting that you are an expert or
simply interested in make-up, fashion, choreography and video angles
and shots, showing some of your Korean knowhow like Korean language
or places in Korea and acting like you are hosting your own show (own
star) are some of the activities that are repeatedly executed in a reaction
video. If reactioners continue to exhibit these, then sooner or later it will
become his or her identity. Some of them could be known as a fashionista
reactioner because of her constant comment and emphasis on fashion or
a reactioner who speaks good Korean despite being a foreigner.
Reactioners build their own identities through a performance that must
be repeatedly done over a period of time. They must also get recognition
from the community in order to establish such identity.
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Limitations and Further Suggestions
This study is useful in understanding the implications of the
services and features of online platforms to the kinds of fandom activities
that are being created. There are many kinds of videos that are being
uploaded on YouTube. And many of these are videos uploaded by fans in
different kinds of fandom. Reaction videos being one of these videos is an
interesting topic of study. This study serves as one of the pioneer, if not
the pioneer in discussing reaction videos. Through the lens of online
participant observation, the study was able to give a better
understanding to the nature of reaction videos, at the same time it tried
to give a detailed definition of reaction videos. This study also elaborated
some complexities of reaction videos that are usually taken for granted
by the public eye or to those who do not belong to the fandom.
On the study’s limitation, the data gathered could be more diverse
if another methodology was employed. Since the study used online
participant observation the results and analysis that came out could be
more leaning to the researcher’s perspective. Other methodologies could
also be used in studying reaction videos. An extensive cyber
ethnographic approach would be a good choice to gather data. In my first
attempt to gather data, I planned to use an online questionnaire, which
would have been very helpful in understanding reaction videos as it also
offers the side of the reactioners. However, this study was only able to
gather two responses. Although, the answers of the respondents already
showed a lot of potential. It is also very important because the findings
will be from the perspectives of the people who make the reaction videos
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themselves.

After

successfully

gathering

responses

from

the

questionnaire, a follow-up interview would be ideal as it will be able to
go into a more detailed story, which means the responses will be richer
in terms of context and meanings.
For future researches about reaction videos, one could focus on a
variety of questions and work it out as a full study. Here are my
suggestions.
- This study showed that reaction videos about music videos in
the non K-Pop realm are only for the certain pop music artists. All I can
do now is to make assumptions like maybe because these artists have
similar kind and delivery of their music. So there is a tendency for their
fans to also make reaction videos. One could also say that these fandoms
also aims for a recognition and legitimacy as they are being considered
low class fandoms even in the mainstream music. Exploring this topic
would be very exciting and will be great contribution to this field of study.
- A comparison of reaction videos made by K-Pop and non K-Pop
would also make a good topic of study. It will show how similar or
different these videos are in terms of presentation, goals and many more.
- Aside from reaction videos, I also mentioned in this study several
fan made videos uploaded on YouTube by K-Pop fans. An extensive study
about these videos will probably help more in understanding fandom on
YouTube, more specifically the way K-Pop fandom utilizes the said
platform.
- Reaction videos about viral videos are considered the mostly
viewed videos on YouTube when it comes to reaction videos. A study on
why users make such reaction videos might give a different answer from
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how fans made reaction videos. Reaction videos as a fandom activity,
help fans to convey meanings, interact and connect with other fans and
more, but what is it for users doing reactions of viral videos?
- Reactioners considering YouTube as a stepping stone for a
bigger career in the future would also be an interesting topic. Unlike
aspiring singers who upload song covers on YouTube where we could
assume that they want to be singers, reactioners’ goal on what career
they are trying to establish is another question. Do they want to be K-Pop
stars? Do they want to be considered as K-Pop experts or probably as TVradio hosts? A detailed study would help us understand this more.
- Reaction videos are only uploaded by overseas K-pop fans. How
come Korean K-Pop fans do not participate in making such videos? In fact,
one could say that many Korean K-Pop fans try to avoid facial exposure
almost at all times. A separate study comparing overseas and Korean KPop fans online fandom activities would give a better understanding to
fan behaviors as it is expected to unravel findings unique to the K-Pop
setting and Korea for that matter.
The usual reaction of people outside the fandom when they see
reaction videos on YouTube is why people make such kinds of videos.
Someone could answer this question through the online participant
observation but it would always be better if it could be reinforced by
getting responses from the people who make it. Reaction videos are just
simple videos but there is more to it when you analyze it in detail. And
this will only be known if you observe many videos over a span of long
period.
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Appendix A: List of 200 Reaction Videos using Video Count Filter
Title

YouTube
Channel

1

6 Peoples Reactions to the CRAZY 900hp 3Dx Evo

1320video

2

TEENS REACT TO GANGNAM STYLE

TheFineBros

3

TheFineBros

4

KIDS REACT TO HARLEM SHAKE
YouTubers React to Try to Watch This Without
Laughing or Grinning

5

ELDERS REACT TO DUBSTEP (SKRILLEX)

TheFineBros

6

TEENS REACT TO SLENDER

TheFineBros

7

Kids React to Gay Marriage

TheFineBros

8

Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd)

TheFineBros

Viral
Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Professiona
l

9
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
4

Chain Reaction

David Goldes

Not Related

2 Girls 1 Cup Reaction #1

fartenewt

TEENS REACT TO YLVIS - THE FOX

TheFineBros
AwesomenessT
V

Viral
Professiona
l

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 2 - Official Trailer
Game of Thrones: Red Wedding Reactions
Compilation

TheFineBros

Not Related

YouTubers React to K-pop

TheFineBros

Viral
Professiona
l

Four girls reactions to 900hp Nissan GTR

Michael Berenis

Viral

2 girls 1 cup Grandma reaction! Grandma Marlene.

Jacqueline Leigh

Viral

Harlem Reacts to 'Harlem Shake' Videos

SchleppFilms

ELDERS REACT TO YLVIS - THE FOX

TheFineBros
stillsoundlyawa
ke

Trend
Professiona
l

Mom's Reaction to her Sleepwalking Video

Horrorcirdan

Category

Viral

The Last Exorcism - BEST OF Chatroulette reactions
KIDS REACT TO WALKMANS (Portable Cassette
Players)

thelastexorcism
TheFineBros

Viral
Professiona
l

Scary Maze Game® Reaction[Monitor Punch]

Syko946

Viral

MARINES 2 girls 1 cup reactions!!

Kevin Snyder

Viral

Royal Wedding Reaction Video

nigahiga

Viral
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2
5
Teens React to Miley Cyrus - We Can't Stop
2
6
Kids React to Controversial Cheerios Commercial
2
7
My Mom Sleepwalking (Tomato Cage)
2
Best scary maze game prank -she has a funny
8
reaction caught on video!
2 17 Year Old Girl Rides A Lamborghini from School 9
Reaction video
3
0
REAL Lesbians React to Lesbian Porn!
3
1
Diana Ross - Chain Reaction
3
2
Rebecca Black Reacts to "Friday"
3
Miley Cyrus TWERKING 2013 VMA Live
3
Performance REACTION VIDEO
3
The World's Reaction to Landon Donovan's Game
4
Winning Goal
3
5
Incredible Chemical Reaction!
3
6
2girls1cup best reaction
3 Elders React to Shakira - Can't Remember To Forget
7
You ft. Rihanna
3
8
BEST REACTION EVER!
3
9
Miley Cyrus 2013 VMA Performance Reaction
4
0
Construction Workers React to "Wrecking Ball"
4
1 Miley Cryus Wrecking Ball - Reaction From Billy Ray
4
2
Reaction to The Odd Life of Timothy Green
4
3 My Vertical Clitoral Hood (VCH) Piercing Reaction!
4
George R. R. Martin Watches "Red Wedding"
4
Reaction Videos - CONAN on TBS
4 Taylor Swift, Selena Gomez & Rihanna's reaction to
5
Miley Cyrus Performance MTV VMA 2013
4
Funny faces The Exorcist Scary Reactions Maze
6
Game
4
7 Funniest Reaction to Scarlet Takes a Tumble Video
4
Leonardo Di Caprio's true reaction to 2014 Oscar
8
Award
4
9
GloZell's Little Things Reaction Video
5
0
The two talking cats: cat reaction/ talking cat
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TheFineBros
TheFineBros
stillsoundlyawa
ke
Panic Attack:
Scary Videos

Professiona
l
Professiona
l
Viral
Viral

Rego Apps

Viral

wickydkewl

Trend

MjFanSally

Not Related

rebecca

Viral

pyrobooby

Viral

kitchel22130

Game

brusspup

Not Related

Bog
TheFineBros

Viral
Professiona
l

Sho Ko

Trend

The Hodgetwins

Viral

CollegeHumor
The Young
Turks

Viral

garoth24

Trend

DottyLovesYou

Trend

Team Coco
hollywoodbacks
tage

Viral

Wiktoriya

Viral

Jason Bryan

Viral

lWalky

Viral

GloZell Green
thunderdragon
14

Music

Viral

Viral

Trend

5
1
2 Girls & 1 Cup - Best Gay Reaction
5
Justin Bieber Never Say Never "Reaction" Music
2
Video Official (HD)
5
3
Slenderman Reaction... GloZell
5
4
Re: scarlet takes a tumble reaction video
5
Oculus CHIC Rift: The Best and Funniest OR
5
Reactions Ever Compilation
5
6 My Parents Reaction to Wrecking Ball (Miley Cyrus)
5
7
Breaking Dawn Trailer Reaction
5
8
Amnesia: The Dark Descent (Best of Reactions)
5
9
PSY Gangnam Style MV Reaction
6
0
2 Girls 1 Cup Reaction
6
Hank and Marie watch Miley Cyrus at the VMAs
1
(HD)
6
2
Slender Man Reaction Video | Jc Caylen
6
3
PSY - GENTLEMAN (Reaction Video) ft. Nigahiga
6 Celebs React to the Red Wedding - Game of Thrones
4
S3E9
6
Amnesia The Dark Decent Best Of Reactions
5
Compilation
6
6
2 girls 1 cup reaction (my whole family)
6
7
The Ultimate 2 Girls 1 Cup Reactions Compilation
6
Miley Cyrus & Robin Thicke - MTV VMA'S 2013
8
PERFORMANCE --REACTION VIDEO
6
9 We Can't Stop Reaction Video - Miley Cyrus - GloZell
7
0
CONE-ING AT MCDONALDS - EPIC REACTION
7
ARSENAL 3 - 2 HULL FA CUP FINAL - REACTION
1
VIDEO
7
Girl Eating Her Tampon (The Tampon Video)
2
Reaction
7
3
Reaction of Sodium & Chlorine (with subtitles)
7
4
BREAKING DAWN PT 2 TRAILER REACTION!!
7
5
Ron Jeremy - 2 Girls 1 Cup Reaction
7
Nyan Cat 10 HOURS REACTION VIDEO! (Yes, I
6
actually watched it for 10 hours)
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Demere Cooper

Viral

ClevverTV

Music

GloZell Green
Thruthealcove
KC
Chicarron
Norteño

Viral

IISuperwomanII

Viral
TV ShowMovie

NuttyMadam
TheDeepThinki
ngDoll
namastedwaejik
im
SasquatchAndG
orilla

Viral
Viral

Viral
Music
Viral

BSilvertown

Viral

our2ndlife

Viral

HigaTV

Viral

ENTV

Viral

antistaticgames
heatherdontpla
ythat

Viral

ArmyOfHumor

Viral

jessielou121

Viral

GloZell Green

Music

Michael Balzer

Viral

KSI

Game

MaximBady

Viral

Daniel Wishart
NuttyMadam

Not Related
TV ShowMovie

playhousetv

Viral

TheGamePro

Game

Viral

7
7
7
8
7
9
8
0
8
1
8
2
8
3
8
4
8
5
8
6
8
7
8
8
8
9
9
0
9
1
9
2
9
3
9
4
9
5
9
6
9
7
9
8
9
9
1
0
0

Scary Maze Prank - Funny Reactions 63 Scenes

JayZ071
ShaneDawsonT
V2

Viral

lohanthony

Viral

Chain Reaction Machine

cyclones26

Not Related

BEST Two Girls One Cup Reaction Video!!! LMAO!!!

Racardo Davis

Viral

Photosynthesis (Light Reactions)

ndsuvirtualcell
ShaneDawsonT
V2

Not Related

rybread421

Viral

Domino Chain Reaction

Stephen Morris

Not Related

MY REACTION TO MIDNIGHT MEMORIES

thatsojack

Music

Amnesia Reaction Compilation
THE HOTTEST NEW DANCE CRAZE "TERMINAL
REACTION" - 2 STEP & THEN SOME)

markiplier
bootcampenter
prises

Viral
Not Related

Chloe's reaction at Lily's Disneyland Surprise video

Yuna C.
danisnotinteres
ting

Viral
TV ShowMovie

Andrew Elliott

Viral

Greg Jennings Youtube Reaction

Demetry James

Insane Twilight Reaction Video
[FULL] Will Smith and Family React to Miley Cyrus
Twerking VMA 2013

CollegeHumor

Not Related
TV ShowMovie

SAINT MONA

Viral

3 guys 1 hammer reaction
ONE DIRECTION - ONE WAY OR ANOTHER
REACTION VIDEO

OfficialCswift
abnormallyada
m

Viral

ECLIPSE TRAILER REACTION!!!

NuttyMadam

Music
TV ShowMovie

2 Girls 1 Cup: Hodgetwins Reaction Video
The Best Chemistry EXPLOSIONS - Reactions Gone
Wrong - Joe Genius

The Hodgetwins

Viral

joegeniusshow

Not Related

O.J. Simpson Verdict & Reaction

ciccone39

Viral

JOE JONAS SINGLE LADIES: REACTION VIDEO
MY REACTION TO RATCHET GIRL EATING
TAMPONS

BME PAIN OLYMPICS: REACTION VIDEO!
Illinois Students React to Cliff Alexander
Commitment Announcement

BREAKING DAWN REACTION VIDEO
The game that makes Grown Men Cry - SLENDER, A
Reaction Montage
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Viral

Viral

1
0
1
2 GUYS 1 HORSE REACTION VIDEO!!!
1
0 Father Beats Daughter's for Posting Twerking Video
2
on Facebook Reaction
1
0
3
Kermit the Frog Reacts to 2girls1cup
1
0 Orlando Bloom, Evangeline Lilly and Lee Pace React
4
to 'Happy Hobbits' Livestream Trailer (HD)
1
0
5
Trouble Maker - Hyuna & HyunSeung Reaction
1
0
6
NEW MOON TRAILER REACTION
1
0
Justin Bieber - Confident ft. Chance The Rapper
7
(REACTION) | Carter Reynolds
1
0 Auburn vs. Alabama - Fan Reactions To Kick Return
8
2013 Iron Bowl
1
0
The Strangest and Weirdest Chemical Reaction in
9
the World. (Mercury(II) thiocyanate (Hg(SCN)2))
1
1
Best 2 Girls 1 Cup Reaction Video EVAR!!! My
0
Innocent Wife ; )
1
1
Toronto Maple Leaf Fans React to Boston Bruins
1
Game 7 Overtime Win
1
1
2 kids in a sandbox reaction with the NEW link to
2
the video
1
1
3
1 guy 1 cup reaction -@Africanoboi
1
1 Game of Thrones Episode 9 Post Show Reaction!!!!!!
4
(SPOILER!!!!!!)
1
1
5
NUDE IT app for iPhone - Reaction to video
1
1
6
2 girls 1 cup reaction video with 6 nurses!
1
1
7
Game of Thrones S03E09 Red Wedding Reaction
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The Hodgetwins

Viral

The Hodgetwins

Viral

MyMaddenings

Viral

BINDIJUICE

Trend

kpopchonny

Music

NuttyMadam

TV ShowMovie

Carter Reynolds

Music

ItsStory

Game

TrueAimGamin
g

Not Related

Andrew Theisen

Viral

leaffan89

Game

elementeezer

Viral

AfricanoBOi

Viral

Otaku
ASSEMBLE

Viral

nyclover2009

Viral

justinssvc

Viral

Andrew
Boydston

Viral

1
1
8
1
1
9
1
2
0
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
5
1
2
6
1
2
7
1
2
8
1
2
9
1
3
0
1
3
1
1
3
2
1
3
3
1
3
4

'My Little Pony' Reaction Video

Alex Day

TV ShowMovie

2 girls 1 cup.My grandmother reaction

rinneganGX

Viral

Journey - Chain Reaction

journeyVEVO

Not Related

Nuclear Fission Chain Reaction.mov (Mouse Traps
and Ping Pong Balls)

MistahGee1

Not Related

PSY - GENTLEMAN M/V Parent's Reaction Video Nigahiga + Ellen Degeneres

LeendaDProduc
tions

Viral

AZ Reaction: Attack on Titan Episode 5

Gigguk

TV ShowMovie

Sharkeisha: Response Video

Bugatti Beez

Viral

Reactions of sodium and Potassium with Water

Bob Burk

Not Related

GloZell's Reaction to Ariana Grande Way Video

GloZell Green

Music

Gentleman - PSY MV Reaction Video

kpopsteve

Music

Steps - Chain Reaction

StepsVEVO

Not Related

full length twilight trailer reaction!!!!!

NuttyMadam

TV ShowMovie

Photosynthesis: Light Reactions 1

Khan Academy

Not Related

AZ Reaction: Free! - Iwatobi Swim Club Episode 1

Gigguk

Not Related

Taylor Swift and Selena Gomez reaction to Miley
Cyrus Preformance VMAs 2013

Kelsey Williams

Viral

Death by Horse Cock...(reaction video with link)

keinelust07

Viral

Miley Cyrus - Wrecking Ball REACTION VIDEO - NO
TWERKING!?

pyrobooby

Viral
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1
3
Game of Thrones : Purple Wedding Reactions
5
Compilation
1
3 Challenger Explosion, Live Audience Reaction, 25th
6
Anniversary
1
3
7
2 Kids 1 Sandbox - Army Reaction
1
3
8
2 guys 1 horse reaction...omg
1
3
9 Watch Jodi Arias' reaction as guilty verdict is read
1
4
Hilarious: Lamborghini LP700-4 Aventador
0
Reaction Video-Part 3
1
4
1
AZ Reaction: Sword Art Online Episode 24
1
4 ADAM RAY: Kermit's Reaction to his Reaction Video
2
of "2 Girls 1 Cup"
1
4
Video Game Reaction kid gets pissed ( Cought On
3
Camera )
1
4 My reaction to seeing a young couple at the beach,
4
Envy
1
4
5
Redox Reactions
1
4
6 Best Song Ever One Direction Music Video Reaction!
1
4
7
Period Video | Mazzi Maz Reaction
1
4
The REAL Mentos and Coke Video II Reaction
8
Explosion New Way
1
4
9 Happy Hobbit Reacts to Desolation of Smaug Trailer
1
5
Pacquiao-Marquez 4 12-8-12 filipino family
0
reaction to knockout
1
5
1
reaction video to girl fucking her dog.
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Faltu Censor

Viral

ABC News

Viral

PvtGermanWag
z

Viral

Andywarski

Viral

Fox News

Viral

DoctaM3

Viral

Gigguk

TV ShowMovie

adamraycomed
y

Viral

tntsbigthings

Trend

Elliot Rodger

Viral

Khan Academy

Not Related

VlogsbyMeredit
h

Music

TheMazziMaz

Not Related

mentosandcoke

Not Related

Happy Hobbit

TV ShowMovie

jaydot

Game

cannabis
princess

Viral

1
5
2
Flappy Bird: Reaction Video
1
5
2 Guys 1 Horse Reaction Video [Adult Content
3
Hinted at...]
1
5
4
1 Guy 1 Jar - Reaction Video
1
5
5
MY MOM: THE REACTION VIDEO (Part 2)
1
5
6
The Briggs-Rauscher Iodine Oscillator
1
5
7
Alkali Metals: Explosive reactions
1
5
8
KSpazz: K.will - Please Don't [MV Reaction]
1
5
9
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
1
6
SLENDER MAN IS SCARY! (REACTION VIDEO) |
0
Connor Franta
1
6 Re: scarlet takes a tumble reaction video (too funny)
1
- My 1st reaction
1
6
Beyonce Clown Reaction Video (Jada Foote)
2
OFICIAL
1
6
3
Chemical Reactions
1
6 Live Reaction: Final Fantasy XV/Kingdom Hearts III
4
[E3 Reveal]
1
6
Acid-Base Reactions in Solution: Crash Course
5
Chemistry #8
1
6
6
Photosynthesis
1
6
7
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
1
6
8 World record attempt Book Domino Chain Reaction
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Bugatti Beez

Viral

Gimmeabreakm
an

Viral

Aaron
Whittamore

Viral

Jacqueline Leigh

Viral

mrhomescientis
t

Not Related

Open2net

Not Related

KSpazzing

Music

garlandscience

Not Related

our2ndlife

Viral

Jiselle Roman

Viral

BabadoEditions

Viral

chemsnippets

Not Related

KZ

Game

CrashCourse

Not Related

bavajose

Not Related

DNA Learning
Center

Not Related

WayneSablesPr
oject

Not Related

1
6
9
1
7
0
1
7
1
1
7
2
1
7
3
1
7
4
1
7
5
1
7
6
1
7
7
1
7
8
1
7
9
1
8
0
1
8
1
1
8
2
1
8
3
1
8
4
1
8
5

AZ Reaction: Free! - Iwatobi Swim Club Ep 4 & 5

Gigguk

TV ShowMovie

one guy one cup reaction

sweetaddictions
tv

Viral

Storm Virtual Gravity Bowling Ball Reaction Video
and Review

bowlingballcom

Viral

Five Major Chemical Reactions

kosasihiskandar
sjah

Not Related

Reaction: One Direction One Way or Another
(Teenage Kicks) Music Video

VlogsbyMeredit
h

Music

Redox Reactions: Crash Course Chemistry #10

CrashCourse

Not Related

My Reaction to Nash Grier's Video

Hannah Phipps

Viral

Bill Nye The Science Guy on Chemical Reactions
(Full Clip)

Bill Nye

Not Related

2 Girls 1 Cup - The Reaction Video (Parker
Productions)

carlycorrinthos

Viral

The Voice Blind Auditions: Sam Alves' Reaction
Video

Sam Alves

TV ShowMovie

Kate After Dentist (Her reaction to the video)

SMPFilms

Personal

Boku no Pico Reaction Video

Jane Doe

TV ShowMovie

MY REVIEW: Idina Menzel Full Performance Oscars
2014 "Let it go" [REACTION VIDEO]

MrHoopsta .

Music

My First Time: SNSD's "I Got a Boy"

AmericanKPOP
Fans

Music

Pre-Baby Questions + My Pregnancy Reaction
Video!!

Philly D

Personal

Auburn Fans React to Catch, Celebrate Win Against
Georgia

Auburn Tigers
Athletics

Game

Davis Daily: CES Oculus Rift Reactions

STFUandPlayTV

Trend

120

1
8
6
Reaction of iron with sulfur
1
8
Tauriel Legolas and Thranduil reaction to a fans
7
reaction
1
8
Aventador Reaction Video #5: What Happens in
8
Vegas...
1
8
Jay Z Physically Attacked By Beyonce's Sister
9
Solange (Reaction Video)
1
9
EXO 으르렁 Growl MV Reaction
0
1
9
1
scarlet takes a tumble reaction video (too funny)
1
9
2 Duck Sauce - Big Bad Wolf reaction to music video
1
9
ONE DIRECTION - BEST SONG EVER REACTION
3
VIDEO
1
9
4
Rebecca Black "Friday" (Reaction Video)
1
9 How to speed up chemical reactions (and get a date)
5
- Aaron Sams
1
9 Super Smash Bros Wii U and 3DS - LIVE REACTIONS
6
TO GRENINJA REVEAL - Nintendo Direct
1
9
Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 7
Multi-Lingual Captions
1
9
8
polymerase chain reaction Animated
1
9
9
Reaction Video to Girls Generation Oh!
2
0
0
K-Pop Reaction Video: BIGBANG's Fantastic Baby

121

ChemToddler

Not Related

PeterJacksonSp
ain

Trend

DoctaM3

Not Related

AyyOnline

Viral

2MinJinkJongKe
y

Music

ladyte20

Viral

Nova FM

Music

abnormallyada
m

Music

Tyler Schilling

Viral

TED-Ed

Not Related

cobanermani45
6

Game

openmichigan

Not Related

zubair908

Not Related

Kpoptown Jjang

Music

RikaxHikari

Music

Appendix B: List of 200 Reaction Videos using Relevance Filter
YouTube
Channel

3

Title
REACTION Video #9: Green Aventador & Friends
take on St. Patrick's Day. EPICOSITY Ensues
17 Year Old Girl Rides A Lamborghini from School Reaction video
YouTubers React to Try to Watch This Without
Laughing or Grinning

TheFineBros

4

BEST Two Girls One Cup Reaction Video!!! LMAO!!!

Racardo Davis

Viral

5

The Ultimate 2 Girls 1 Cup Reactions Compilation
DOCTOR WHO - THE NAME OF THE DOCTOR DRUNK REACTION VIDEO

ArmyOfHumor

Viral
TV ShowMovie

HFMCars

8

Lamborghini Murcielago Reaction Video!
ARSENAL 3 - 2 HULL FA CUP FINAL - REACTION
VIDEO

9

Kids React to Gay Marriage

TheFineBros

1
0
1
1

VIXX - (기적) ETERNITY Official Music Video
Reaction
DOCTOR WHO - 50TH ANNIVERSARY - DRUNK
REACTION VIDEO + SUPRISE REACTION

JREKML
ChiqueGeeks

1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
1
9
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
3

Girls' Generation 소녀시대 - Mr.Mr. (Reaction
Video)

UkeShiDae

Music

TheFineBros

Viral

Horrorcirdan

Viral
TV ShowMovie
Professiona
l

1
2

6
7

TEENS REACT TO SLENDER
Game of Thrones: Red Wedding Reactions
Compilation
SHERLOCK - THE SIGN OF THREE - DRUNK
REACTION VIDEO
Kids React to Controversial Cheerios Commercial
Funny faces The Exorcist Scary Reactions Maze
Game
Game of Thrones : Purple Wedding Reactions
Compilation
Hilarious: Lamborghini LP700-4 Aventador
Reaction Video-Part 3

DoctaM3
Rego Apps

ChiqueGeeks

KSI

ChiqueGeeks
TheFineBros

Category
Professiona
l
Viral
Professiona
l

Viral
Game
Professiona
l
Music
TV ShowMovie

Wiktoriya

Viral

Faltu Censor

Viral
Viral

Mom's Reaction to her Sleepwalking Video

DoctaM3
stillsoundlyawa
ke

2 Girls 1 Cup: Hodgetwins Reaction Video

The Hodgetwins

Viral

ONE DIRECTION - YOU AND I (REACTION VIDEO)

Landra Payne
Aaron
Whittamore

Music

1 Guy 1 Jar - Reaction Video

122

Viral

Viral

2
The Secret Life of a Raging Bull, Lamborghini
4
Aventador: Reaction Video #4
2 Lee Seung Chul's My Love MV Reaction Video [OH!
5
Kpop!] Part 1
2
6
Godzilla Alert! - Global Reaction Video
2
7 First Time Watching Doctor Who! REACTION VIDEO
2
TURN DOWN FOR WHAT?! DJ Snake & Lil Jon
8
(Reaction Video)
2
SHERLOCK - HIS LAST VOW - DRUNK REACTION
9
VIDEO
이승철(Lee Seungchul) - My Love MV Reaction
3
0
Video
3
George R. R. Martin Watches "Red Wedding"
1
Reaction Videos - CONAN on TBS
3 Super Smash Bros Wii U and 3DS - LIVE REACTIONS
2
TO GRENINJA REVEAL - Nintendo Direct
3
3
5SOS: DON'T STOP REACTION VIDEO
3
4
Work Bitch Reaction Video
3 2NE1 (CL SOLO) MTBD (멘붕) LIVE PERFORMANCE
5
BLACKJACKS REACTION VIDEO
3
6
My First Reaction Video!!!
3 Auburn vs. Alabama - Fan Reactions To Kick Return
7
2013 Iron Bowl
3
Reaction Video - Full 5/5 Jades Set in 5 Hours 58
8 Minutes / 12,200 Blood Shards (Diablo III Reaper o
3 My reaction to seeing a young couple at the beach,
9
Envy
4
0
Avril Lavigne "Hello Kitty"-REACTION VIDEO
4
Agnes Monica- Things Will Get Better Reaction
1
Video
4
2
Dr Drea: Episode 5 REACTION VIDEO!
4
Justin Bieber - Confident ft. Chance The Rapper
3
(REACTION) | Carter Reynolds
4
4
BREAKING DAWN REACTION VIDEO
4
Lamborghini Murcielago Reaction Video - San
5
Francisco, CA
4
6
CHICSER MEANT FOR YOU REACTION VIDEO
4 KEMTertainment reaction video: Baby Metal Gimme
7
chocolate by KEMTertainment
4
8
ONE DIRECTION - YOU & I REACTION VIDEO

123

DoctaM3

Viral

OH! Kpop!

Music
TV ShowMovie
TV ShowMovie

Legendary
the1janitor
Cassidy Quinn
Brettler
ChiqueGeeks

Music
TV ShowMovie

Vera Schulze

Music

Team Coco
cobanermani45
6
abnormallyada
m

Viral

bussh bewalker

Music

K-Samy

Music

Ambers Closet

Viral

ItsStory
GoodIdeaGamin
g

Game

Elliot Rodger

Viral

SamInHats
DntDnyOurRsq
uaredpi

Music

Game
Music

Game

Joey Sings

Music
TV ShowMovie

Carter Reynolds
danisnotinteres
ting

Music
TV ShowMovie

iEXOTICS1

Viral

Shayne Cordero
KEMTertainme
nt .kpop
abnormallyada
m

Music
Music
Music

4
You & I - One Direction (Reaction Video) |
9
MeganLovesBieber8
5 Game of Thrones Joffrey #PurpleWedding Reaction
0
Video (SPOILERS!!!)
5
1
Little Mix - Salute (REACTION VIDEO)
5
SLENDER MAN IS SCARY! (REACTION VIDEO) |
2
Connor Franta
5
3
Sharkeisha Fight ( Reaction Video )
5
4
Lights Out! *Reaction Video! w/Cat!
5
Nyan Cat 10 HOURS REACTION VIDEO! (Yes, I
5
actually watched it for 10 hours)
5
Anime Reaction Video - Jojo's Bizarre Adventure
6
Part 3: Stardust Crusaders Episode 7 (Part 1)
5
7
Flappy Bird: Reaction Video
5
GAME OF THRONES - THE LION AND THE ROSE 8
REACTION VIDEO
5
Doctor Who "Time of the Doctor" Reaction Video
9
Mashup - "Love From Gallifrey!"
6 Attack On Titan Ep 22 Live Reaction Video - Journey
0
Home
6 VIDEO: Renan Barao vs T.J. Dillashaw Fight UFC 173
1
Great Fight Reaction Wow !
6
T.I. And Floyd Mayweather Fight + 50 Cent EPIC
2
Reaction | FULL VIDEO
6
3
K Pop Reaction Video | EXO-M MAMA
6
4
IceJJFish Challenge (Reaction Video)
6
Attack On Titan Episode 21 Live Reaction Video 5
Heavy Heart
6
ONE DIRECTION - STORY OF MY LIFE REACTION
6
VIDEO
6
7
"Applause" - Little Monster Reaction Video
6
8
4Minute - Is It Poppin? (Reaction Video)
6
Beyonce Super Bowl Half-Time Performance
9
(Reaction Video)
7
0
Stanford REA Decision (Reaction Video)
7
GloZell's Little Things Reaction Video Ft. One
1
Direction
7
2
[KPOPSavant] B.A.P. "Badman" Reaction Video
7
3
Best Song Ever- One Direction Reaction Video
7
DOCTOR WHO - THE TIME OF THE DOCTOR 4
DRUNK REACTION VIDEO
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MeganLovesBie
ber8
ladystardust19
85

Music
Viral

LaDont S

Music

our2ndlife

Viral

YungLafay

Viral

Riley Riel

Viral

TheGamePro
LunarSpiral112
72

Viral
TV ShowMovie

Bugatti Beez

Viral
TV ShowMovie

ChiqueGeeks
Paul Brown
Martin Watcher

Viral
TV ShowMovie

MrHoopsta .

Game

Ryan Maderi

Game

JREKML
Kristopher
London

Music

Martin Watcher
abnormallyada
m

Viral
TV ShowMovie
Music

TyylerLive

Music

UkeShiDae

Music

Yani Macute

Music

Yesid Castro
eduardo cruz
saleta

Viral

KPOPSavant

Music

jasminesfeels

Music
TV ShowMovie

ChiqueGeeks

Music

7
Walking Dead Season 4 Episode 14 The Grove,
5
Reaction Video!
7
Beyonce ~ Partition | Reaction Video | Alexis
6
Gilliland
7
7 We Can't Stop Reaction Video - Miley Cyrus - GloZell
7
8
ATAR Reaction Video
7
Aventador Reaction Video #5: What Happens in
9
Vegas...

itshippychick

TV ShowMovie

Alexis Gilliland

Music

GloZell Green

Music

axmatra

Personal

DoctaM3

Not Related

8
0
8
1
8
2
8
3
8
4

BTS (방탄소년단) - Just One Day "하루만" MV
Reaction Video
(Reaction Video) Forced Gender Reassignment Cattle Decapitation
Interstellar -- Trailer -- Official Warner Bros.
[Reaction Video]

Tikle Me
TheAmazinTaco
Channel

REAL Lesbians React to Lesbian Porn!

wickydkewl

Trend

"Venus" - Little Monster Reaction Video

TyylerLive

Music

8
5
8
6
8
7
8
8

SISTAR19 - 있다 없으니까(GONE NOT AROUND
ANY LONGER) (Reaction video by Project Chu)
[KPOPsavant] Lee Sun Hee "Meet Him Among
Them" Reaction Video

ProjectChu

Music

KPOPSavant

Music

Luke Birch

Viral

pyrobooby

Viral

Alexandru
Popovici

Music

HFMCars

Viral

8
9
9
0

2 Girls 1 Cup & 2 Kids 1 Sandbox Reaction Video
Miley Cyrus TWERKING 2013 VMA Live
Performance REACTION VIDEO
PSY - GANGNAM STYLE (강남스타일) M/V
REACTION VIDEO
Lamborghini Murcielago Reaction Video Part 3!
(MUST SEE)
Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 21
Part 1 (STOP TOYING WITH MY EMOTIONS,
ANIME!!))

9
1
9
2
Nu'EST Face Reaction Video | JRE Edition
9
Beyonce Clown Reaction Video (Jada Foote)
3
OFICIAL
9
4
The Time of the Doctor Reaction Video
9
5 Pentatonix Reaction Video: "Daft Punk" Music Video
9
6
G.U.Y. Lady Gaga Reaction Video to GUY ARTPOP!
9 Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 5
7
(O_O....WTF!?!?)
9
8
Princeton Acceptance Reaction Video

125

SOOj2daIN

LunarSpiral112
7

Music
Viral
TV ShowMovie

TV ShowMovie

JREKML

Music

BabadoEditions
whouffleshippe
r

Viral

Hassan Ahmed

Music

BV LOVEGAGA
LunarSpiral112
7

Music
TV ShowMovie

lolitsevaxoxo

Personal

Viral

9
9
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
2
1
0
3
1
0
4
1
0
5
1
0
6
1
0
7
1
0
8
1
0
9
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
5

2NE1 - FALLING IN LOVE M/V Reaction Video

Krissel Miraflor

Music

Reaction Video to Girls Generation Oh!

Kpoptown Jjang

Music

PSY - GENTLEMAN (Reaction Video) ft. Nigahiga

HigaTV

Viral

You & I- One Direction Reaction Video

jasminesfeels

Music

BME PAIN OLYMPICS: REACTION VIDEO!

ShaneDawsonT
V2

Viral

PSY - GENTLEMAN M/V Parent's Reaction Video Nigahiga + Ellen Degeneres

LeendaDProduc
tions

Viral

Girls' Generation 소녀시대 - Mr.Mr - Reaction Video

feebasymilotic

Music

Rain LA Song M/V Reaction video

Riley Rose

Music

Warrior by B.A.P reaction video

doubleohsehun

Music

Watching "A Serbian Film" (Reaction Video)

TwistedChimps

TV ShowMovie

Slender Man Reaction Video | Jc Caylen

our2ndlife

Viral

Midnight Memories- One Direction Reaction video

jasminesfeels

Music

[KPOPSavant] CL "Mental Breakdown" Leisure
Reaction Video

KPOPSavant

Music

TEENS REACT TO YLVIS - THE FOX

TheFineBros

Professiona
l

GloZell's Little Things Reaction Video

GloZell Green

Music

EXO's Growl MV Reaction Video [OH! Kpop!]

OH! Kpop!

Music

You & I (Reaction Video)

Sammy Julianne

Music

126

1
1
6
My Reaction to Nash Grier's Video
1
1
Pre-Baby Questions + My Pregnancy Reaction
7
Video!!
1
1
8
My "You & I" Reaction Video
1
1
9 2 girls 1 cup Grandma reaction! Grandma Marlene.
1
2
Anime Reaction Video - Jojo's Bizarre Adventure
0
Part 3: Stardust Crusaders Episode 6 (Part 1)
1
2 Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 25
1
(Eren Vs. Annie Conclusion)
1
2
KIDS REACT TO WALKMANS (Portable Cassette
2
Players)
1
2
3 Chloe's reaction at Lily's Disneyland Surprise video
1
2
Amnesia The Dark Decent Best Of Reactions
4
Compilation
1
2
5
Girl's Day - Something (Reaction Video)
1
2
6
ONE DIRECTION- You& I -- Reaction Video- Live
1
2
7
Reaction Video: G-Dragon - CROOKED
1
2
8
TEENS REACT TO GANGNAM STYLE
1
2
9
DONT HUG ME IM SCARED 2 |Reaction Video|
1
3
0 Funniest Reaction to Scarlet Takes a Tumble Video
1
3 Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Reaction
1
Video (HOENN CONFIRMED)
1
3
2
2 GUYS 1 HORSE REACTION VIDEO!!!
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Hannah Phipps

Viral

Philly D

Personal

Mavis Slade

Music

Jacqueline Leigh

Viral

LunarSpiral112
72

TV ShowMovie

LunarSpiral112
72

TV ShowMovie

TheFineBros

Professiona
l

Yuna C.

Viral

antistaticgames

Viral

UkeShiDae

Music

LivTheLife

Music

NotableCollecti
on

Music

TheFineBros

Professiona
l

HelloXRyan

Viral

Jason Bryan

Viral

BigTysHouseOf
Tech

TV ShowMovie

The Hodgetwins

Viral

1
3
3
Miley Cyrus - We Can't Stop (REACTION VIDEO)
1
3
4
Mereana Mordegard Glesgorv- Reaction Video!
1
3
5
SHINee "Everybody" Reaction Video
1
3
6 Happy Hobbit Reacts to Desolation of Smaug Trailer
1
3
7
REACTION VIDEO
1
3
8
Jesus Christ Is My Nigga REACTION VIDEO
1
3
9 Glee "The Quarterback" Episode (Reaction Video)
1
4
0
FROZEN IS CENSORED!! (Reaction Video)
1
4 AN ADVENTURE IN SPACE AND TIME - REACTION
1
VIDEO
1
4
DOCTOR WHO - MINI EPISODE + PROMO 2
REACTION VIDEO
1
4
Girl's Day & A Pink - SBS Gayo Daejun 2013
3
Reaction Video
1
4 Reaction Video #6: Aventador Takes On New York
4
City
1
4
5
Kpop Reaction Re-enaction Video
1
4
6
Kate After Dentist (Her reaction to the video)
1
4
7
Electric Shock - f(x) REACTION VIDEO
1
4
8
AZ Reaction: Free! - Iwatobi Swim Club Ep 4 & 5
1
4 Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 1
9
First Impressions (WOW!)

128

TheDWExtra

Viral

MisterNitr0

Viral

Samuel Bravo

Music

Happy Hobbit

TV ShowMovie

Archive

Trend

Num1FameMon
ster

Viral

elareese

TV ShowMovie

GamesIdiot

Viral

ChiqueGeeks

TV ShowMovie

ChiqueGeeks

TV ShowMovie

kpopsteve

Music

DoctaM3

Not Related

Annchirisu

Music

SMPFilms

Personal

jeremystaylor

Music

Gigguk

TV ShowMovie

LunarSpiral112
7

TV ShowMovie

1
5
Miley Cyrus TWERKING 2013 VMA Live
0
Performance REACTION VIDEO
1
5
Reaction Video -- Lights Out - Who's There Film
1
Challenge (2013)
1
5 Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 24
2 Part 2 (Relinquish Humanity To Unleash The Beast)
1
5
3
Godzilla 2014 Teaser Trailer Reaction Video
1
5
4
Hyde - VIXX MV Reaction Video
1
5
5
Beast - SBS Gayo Daejun 2013 Reaction Video
1
5
6
Greninja Reaction Video
1
5
7 Reaction Video: Little Mac in Smash bros Wii U/3DS
1
5
8
CNBLUE - Can't Stop Reaction Video
1
5
9 [KPOPSavant] Shinhwa "This Love" Reaction Video
1
6
0
Super Junior-M "SWING" Reaction Video
1
6
1
Reaction Video: A Serbian Film
1
6
2
Re: scarlet takes a tumble reaction video
1
6
ONE DIRECTION - ONE WAY OR ANOTHER
3
REACTION VIDEO
1
6
4 GIRL'S DAY - SOMETHING(썸씽) MV Reaction Video
1
6
5
Reaction video
1
6
6
Reaction video to Upenn acceptance
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DionYorkie

Viral

OpenEndedEnt

TV ShowMovie

LunarSpiral112
7

TV ShowMovie

alexthehunted

TV ShowMovie

kpopsteve

Music

kpopsteve

Music

The Chongo
Show

TV ShowMovie

Darkspeed1042

Game

TaTiiLuve

Music

KPOPSavant

Music

Samuel Bravo

Music

Eddie Zhou

TV ShowMovie

Thruthealcove
KC

Viral

abnormallyada
m

Music

kpopsteve

Music

Sazon Rozon

Viral

Karishma Sheth

Personal

1
6
SHERLOCK MINI-EPISODE - REACTION VIDEO 7
MANY HAPPY RETURNS
1
6
8
AKMU - 200% M/V - Reaction Video
1
6
9
K-Pop Reaction Video: EXO-K - MAMA
1
7
MY REACTION TO CONFIDENT VIDEO - JUSTIN
0
BIEBER
1
7
The World's Reaction to Landon Donovan's Game
1
Winning Goal
1
7
2
YOU AND I REACTION VIDEO
1
9MUSES(나인뮤지스) - Glue(글루) MV Reaction
7
3
Video
1
7
4
Amnesia: The Dark Descent (Best of Reactions)
1
7 Super Smash Wii U Charizard and Greninja Reaction
5
Video
1
7
6
BEST REACTION VIDEO to 2NE1 Falling In Love
1
7
7 HyunA - Ice Cream (Reaction video by Project Chu)
1
7
Anime Reaction Video - Jojo's Bizarre Adventure
8
Part 3: Stardust Crusaders Episode 4 (Part 1)
1
7
9 [KPOP Savant] G Dragon "Who You" Reaction Video
1
8 Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 24
0
Part 1 (Time For Plan B)
1
8 Sistar19 - Gone not around any longer [MV Reaction
1
video by Limitless]
1
8
2
Boku no Pico Reaction Video
1
8
3
Funniest Wisdom Teeth Reaction Video Ever!
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ChiqueGeeks

TV ShowMovie

Baylee Martinez

Music

RikaxHikari

Music

muhtellla

Music

kitchel22130

Game

alyssanoeltho

Music

kpopsteve

Music

TheDeepThinki
ngDoll

Viral

Angelo
Tolentino

TV ShowMovie

YG KeNNy AKM

Music

ProjectChu

Music

LunarSpiral112
72

TV ShowMovie

KPOPSavant

Music

LunarSpiral112
7

TV ShowMovie

limitlesschannel

Music

Jane Doe

TV ShowMovie

Jimmy Dean

Viral

1
8
4
1
8
5
1
8
6
1
8
7
1
8
8
1
8
9
1
9
0
1
9
1
1
9
2
1
9
3
1
9
4
1
9
5
1
9
6
1
9
7
1
9
8
1
9
9
2
0
0

The best fake baby reaction video ever!

SillyConeBaby .

Viral

Beliebers reaction to 'Confident' video by Justin
Bieber

Kiana Mc Comb

Music

Ailee- U&I Reaction Video

KPoppedVideos

Music

Andy Cohen's Reaction to Lady Gaga - G.U.Y. Music
Video

WWHL
Clubhouse!

Music

REACTION VIDEO: Super Junior - Mr. Simple

McFlyFreak122
7

Music

Best Reaction Video to that Korean Horror Comic
EVER!

Adalmin

TV ShowMovie

Dr Drea: Episode 4 (REACTION VIDEO)

Joey Sings

TV ShowMovie

Stage 3 B5 S4 reaction video

acoleman1447

Not Related

SHINee 샤이니 SHERLOCK - Reaction Video - SBS
PopAsia

sbspopasia

Music

Anime Reaction Video - Jojo's Bizarre Adventure
Part 3: Stardust Crusaders Episode 1

LunarSpiral112
72

TV ShowMovie

스피카 (SPICA) - You Don't Love Me - Reaction
Video

feebasymilotic

Music

Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 4
(SURPRISE, MOTHERF***ER!!)

LunarSpiral112
7

TV ShowMovie

2PM - Hands Up (Reaction Video)

Emily Rose

Music

Giovanna Plowman Eats Tampon: My Reaction

thatsojack

Viral

AoA "Miniskirt" Reaction Video

Samuel Bravo

Viral

Anime Reaction Video - Attack On Titan Episode 7
(Titan killing Titans?!)

LunarSpiral112
7

TV ShowMovie

KSpazz: GOT7 (갓세븐) - Girls Girls Girls [MV
Reaction]

KSpazzing

Music

131

Appendix C: List of 50 K-Pop Fandom Reaction Videos using View Count Filter

1
2
3
4
5

6

YouTube
Channel
Name
namasted
waejikim
KSpazzin
g
kpopchon
ny
kpopstev
e
MisterPo
poTV
Grissles
Vault

Subscribers

Video Reviewed

Duration

View
Count

Likes

Dislikes

No. of
Comments

15,476

Psy Gangnam Style MV reaction

10:00

1,842,261

4,107

7,228

Disabled

50, 969

KSpazz: PSY – Gangnam Style [MV Reaction]

8:07

1,080,953

5,310

398

1,334

152,117

Trouble Maker – Hyuna & HyunSeung
Reaction

4:22

692,144

9,153

230

3,348

8920

Gentleman – PSY MV Reaction Video

9:38

580,314

1672

1,405

949

36,216

PSY- Gentlemen MV Reaction
(MisterPopoTV)

9:02

308,326

1,975

131

595

6:27

295,313

713

67

260

Crayon Pop (크래용팝) – Bar Bar Bar
19,227

(빠빠빠) (Dance Ver.) Kpop MV Reaction
(뮤직비디오) (리액션)

7
8
9
10
11

alex pepii
2MinJinkJ
ongKey
Kpoptow
n Jjang
4maybes
o
Rikaxhika
ri

696

PSY – Gentleman Reaction

5:38

286,154

601

377

313

52, 269

EXO 으르렁 Growl MV Reaction

14:58

240,097

2,499

86

598

16,281

Reaction Video to Girls Generation Oh!

5:32

235,376

1,011

111

522

6,462

EXO (엑소) Growl (으르렁) MV Reaction

5:50

210,929

1716

84

444

6,109

K-Pop Reaction Video: BIGBang’s Fantastic
Baby

6:57

210,759

1,013

65

270

132

12

KPop
Derps

30,347

[Triple S] Parent Review Girls Generation I
Got A Boy - Part 6

10:07

197,072

1,859

66

558

13

ChaseShi
ning

648

Reaction to 케이윌 (K-Will)-이러지마 제발
(Please Don’t)

5:07

185,347

186

9

41

14

kumokod
o

904

6:12

179,677

1,025

30

225

7:24

154,475

532

28

77

15
16
17
18

Ajumma
Mafia
OppasFan
girl
VanityMr
John
Norman

773

케이윌 (K.will) - 이러지마 제발 (Please
don't...) MV Video Reaction
Requested: EXO-Growl(Korean ver.)
Reaction~

259

PSY GANGNAM STYLE MV Reaction Video

4:37

151,561

279

192

107

20,243

2NE1 - I love you Reaction Video

5:20

135,254

1,483

41

636

5,085

Reaction to G-Dragon Crayon MV

4:06

134,746

633

33

113

8:56

125,097

2,671

68

546

6:30

119,250

955

32

330

19

JREKML

86,520

20

K-Samy
Exoticwin
d
freshlyFLI
PPED
AsianCom
plex

13,399

CL 나쁜기집애 THE BADDEST FEMALE MV
Reaction
BAP - NO MERCY (MV REACTION)

3,819

EXO 으르렁 Growl Korean MV Reaction

8:13

111,774

471

30

102

42, 237

MV Reaction: "(Wolf) 늑대와 미녀" by EXO

10:17

110,656

3,
251

84

940

514

Girls Generation - I got a boy [reaction]

5:53

109,620

501

42

92

21
22
23
24

Dylan
Jacob

44,666

Girls' Generation 소녀시대 'Mr.Mr.'_MV |
REACTION

7:22

98,333

4,869

135

542

25

katendizz
y

794

[KPOP MV Reaction] EXO - '으르렁' (Growl) 2nd Version (Korean Ver.)

7:00

96,617

309

17

40

133

26
27
28

hellokpop
friend
TRONZZd
mc05
NotableC
ollection

1,756

Big Bang- 'Monster' Reaction Video

8:12

93,844

301

152

163

2,387

[MV REACTION] 2NE1 - I LOVE YOU

4:35

87,061

271

5

45

477

Reaction Video: G-Dragon - CROOKED

4:39

86,735

488

12

97

29

DoublySS

3,755

RAIN (비) "30SEXY" Kpop Music Video
Reaction

5:51

79,028

447

11

102

30

hunniiha
nnah1

1,956

SNSD - I got a boy non-Kpop fan reaction

12:48

77,713

456

31

175

31

theKSNK

463

EXO - (으르렁) Growl MV Reaction

8:50

75,809

305

18

79

3,319

Showing Non-Kpoppers: EXO Growl!

4:13

75,420

497

48

83

1,021

EXO's Growl MV Reaction Video [OH! Kpop!]

9:30

69,699

283

26

36

610

French Kpop fans's reaction to EXO-K MAMA MV

7:16

66,782

335

19

157

2,857

Girls' Generation 소녀시대 - Mr.Mr.
(Reaction Video)

9:23

61,459

1,031

28

149

2,964

REACTION | Girl's Day - Something

6:33

61,340

297

20

17

4,321

A non-kpop fan's reaction to kpop: EXO Growl

8:17

53,787

327

38
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Hyuna - ICE CREAM [MV Reaction video by
Limitless]

4:52

50,167

188

17

27

6:27

49,357

158

18

39

32
33
34
35
36
37

victoriask
yful
OH!
Kpop!
Romane
Rome
UkiShiDa
e
Sarangha
eBros
imonReac
tsToKore
a

38

Limitless

934

39

Naturally
Kpop

741

Video Reaction: 케이윌 (K.will) - 이러지마
제발 (Please don't...)

134

40
41

KPOPSav
ant
Shane’s
K-Pop
Videos

3,005
17,483

42

KrazyHyp
erness

868

43

thatssocsi

109

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Hard
Boiled
Eggs
MultiSupe
rBananas
TalaGaGa
Girls
Jillian
Bean

[KPOPSavant] Park Hyo Shin "Wildflower"
MV Reaction
Troublemaker(트러블메이커) - Now(내일은
없어) Uncut MV
EXO - 으르렁 (Growl) MV Reaction (Korean
ver.)
K.Will - Please Don't... (REACTION ft. A NONKPOP FAN! AND CRAZY ENDING)

11:43

49,257

456

3

72

7:33

46,855

170

20

21

5:43

44,316

362

18

168

5:28

34,460

207

6

20

522

Rain - 30Sexy MV Reaction

4:26

29,279

111

6

22

623

MV reaction "Growl 2nd version" by Exo K

5:46

28,304

92

4

8

2,866

Reaction to: TAEYANG - RINGA LINGA
(Dance Performance)

5:57

28,105

163

9

22

6:23

24,092

116

10

38

1,452

K-Pop Reaction: Teen Top (틴탑)- Rocking
(장난아냐) MV Dance ver.

Lanemarq
The Little
Panadera

3,645

BTS- Boy In Luv MV Reaction

6:08

23,729

448

10

93

556

B.A.P - 빗소리(Rain Sound) M/V Reaction~

4:11

19,368

212

12

135

kimmicci

6,659

[Reaction][Debut] GOT7- "Girls Girls Girls"
(MEXI 2.5 Reaction!)

9:49

15,408

223

7

54

135

Appendix D: Ethnicities and Nationalities of K-Pop Reactioners
YouTube Channel Name

Ethnicity- Nationality

1

namastedwaejikim

Caucasian -American

2

KSpazzing

Black, Asian - American

3

kpopchonny

Asian - Australian

4

kpopsteve

Caucasian – British

5

MisterPopoTV

Black -American

6

Grissles Vault

Caucasian - American

7

alex pepii

Caucasian - American

8

2MinJinkJongKey

Black - American

9

Kpoptown Jjang

Caucasian, Black - American

10

4maybeso

Caucasian - American

11

Rikaxhikari

Asian, Caucasian, Black - American

12

KPop Derps

Black - American

13

ChaseShining

Asian - American

14

Caucasian - Italian

15

kumokodo
AjummaMafia

Black, Caucasian - American

16

OppasFangirl

Caucasian - American

17

VanityMr

Asian - German

18

John Norman

Caucasian - American

19

JREKML

Asian - American

20

K-Samy

Caucasian - Russian

21

Exoticwind

Asian, Caucasian - American

22

freshlyFLIPPED

Asian - American

23

AsianComplex

Caucasian -Spanish

24

Dylan Jacob

Caucasian -American

25

katendizzy

Caucasian -American

26

Caucasian -American

27

hellokpopfriend
TRONZZdmc05

28

NotableCollection

Caucasian -American

29

DoublySS

Asian - American

30

hunniihannah1

Caucasian - British

31

Asian, Black, Caucasian - American

32

theKSNK
victoriaskyful

33

OH! Kpop!

Asian, Caucasian - American

34

Romane Rome

Caucasian - Russian

Asian - Singaporean

Black - American
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35

UkiShiDae

Asian - American

36

SaranghaeBros

Asian, Black, Caucasian - American

37

SimonReactsToKorea

Caucasian - German

38

Limitless

Caucasian - Swedish

39

Naturally Kpop

Black - American

40

KPOPSavant

Black - American

41

Shane’s K-Pop Videos

Caucasian - American

42

KrazyHyperness

Asian - American

43

thatssocsi

Asian - American

44

Hard Boiled Eggs

Caucasian - American

45

Caucasian - American

47

MultiSuperBananas
TalaGaGaGirls
Jillian Bean

48

Lanemarq

Asian - American

49

The Little Panadera

Black - French

50

kimmicci

Caucasian - American

46

Asian - American
Caucasian - American

Note: The ethnicity is assumed based on the physical appearance of the reactioner.
As mentioned, there are certain videos with more than one reactioners and
reactioners’ ethnicities are also mixed.
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Appendix E: Responses to Questionnaire (2)
1.Nickname: Sherry

Age: 22
Gender: F
Marital Status: Single/Never married
Educational Background: 4- year college degree
Racial/ethnic background: East Asian
Part 1
1. What kinds of videos do you upload on YouTube?
KPOP reaction videos, KPOP related challenges/tag videos, Kpop
related skits and vlogs
2. Why do you upload reaction videos? What do you expect from
uploading reaction videos?
Because I am a Kpop fan and I enjoy watching other Kpop fan's
reactions to videos of my favourite kpop artists so I thought other
kpop fans would enjoy watching my reaction also. I expect it to
provide entertainment for other kpop fans who also know about
the video- whether they agree or disagree with my
reactions/opinions
3. Who are the expected audience for your reaction videos?
Why?
Adolescent females mostly- as our reaction videos are mainly of
boy groups/male artists, which mainly attracts younger adolescent
females
Part 2
1. What do you usually do (e.g. preparations) you do before
making the reaction video and before uploading it on
YouTube?
Download the music video
set up laptop, make sure there is good lighting
Plan out intro and what I want to say in the beginning of the video
Get dressed and prepped before filming
sometimes rewatching the teaser, or learning abit more about the
group/artist before watching the music video.
2. Are there certain things/behaviors that should be avoided
in reaction videos? ____ Yes ____ None
If yes, what do you think are these things/ behaviors? Why?
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Yes.
Excessive swearing, repulsive reactions, gestures and offensive
comments targeted at a personal level.
I don't think these are necessary and makes it unpleasant to watch
for other kpop fans. Reactions videos should be fun and not overly
critical.
3. How do you compare your behavior on your reaction videos
compared to when you react on videos without a camera?
They are usually quite similar but
Sometimes my reaction in the video is abit toned down compared
to what I would be like in real life (such as..I try to not freak too
much or swear too much out of excitement)
Also I sometimes talk abit more than what I would when not
filming just to keep the video more interesting for viewers- but I
am still expressing my genuine opinions and thoughts but they are
just spoken outloud and expressed more.
Part 3
1. There are many music videos out there, how do you choose
which music video to react?
Kpop groups/artists which I personally like and follow and have
known for a decent amount of time. I find it hard to react to videos by
artists/groups which I am not familiar with.
2. Do you also make reaction videos to non K-Pop music videos?
No.
3. What do you think is/are the role/s of reaction videos to your
K-Pop fandom?
I think kpop reaction videos creates a cyber platform which allow
kpop fans from around the world to interact and relate to one another
through their similarties/differences in reactions/opinions regarding
kpop videos they are interested in.
It is also very entertaining to watch in general
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2.Nickname: Shane
Age: 19
Gender: M
Marital Status: Single/Never married
Educational Background: High School
Racial/ethnic background: Caucasian
Questions
Part 1
1. What kinds of videos do you upload on YouTube?
Reaction videos, K-Pop reviews, K-Pop news, etc.
2. Why do you upload reaction videos? What do you expect from
uploading reaction videos?
I do it because it’s a lot of fun, because I really love K-Pop, and people
enjoy my reactions.
3. Who are the expected audience for your reaction videos? Why?
Mostly Koreans. Followed by Int’l fans. Because mostly Koreans tend to
watch my reaction videos (approx 50% of views come from South
Korea according to my YouTube analytics)
Part 2
1. What do you usually do (e.g. preparations) you do before making
the reaction video and before uploading it on YouTube?
Usually not. I think about what I might want to say in Korean as I often
do an English and Korean intro but I don’t do much preparation for a
reaction video. News story videos, I think about a script first usually.
2. Are there certain things/behaviors that should be avoided in
reaction videos? X Yes ____ None
If yes, what do you think are these things/ behaviors? Why?
Excessive cursing? To keep it a bit more friendly. I would say anything
[very] derogatory should be avoided because it’s not the place for it and
will only receive negative feedback anyway.
3. How do you compare your behavior on your reaction videos
compared to when you react on videos without a camera?
I don’t talk out loud LOL. My reactions are generally the same but
without commentary (of course). Though, of course, anytime you are on
camera and have an audience, you tend to express yourself more
outwardly than you do when you are alone. Because when nobody is
around, usually you keep your thoughts and whatnot inside.
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Part 3
1. There are many music videos out there, how do you choose which
music video to react?
I tend to react to all the newest and hottest MVs. I know enough about
the industry to figure out which ones I would like to react to.
2. Do you also make reaction videos to non K-Pop music videos?
No.
3. What do you think is/are the role/s of reaction videos to your KPop fandom?
It’s a fun way to enjoy K-Pop more, get excited, and share your love
with other fans in the fandom.
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국문초록

유튜브의 리액션 비디오:
팬덤의 유의미성과
케이팝과의 관계성에 대한연구

이 연구는 최근 등장한 유튜브의 ‘리액션 비디오’ 현상에 대한
파이어니어적인 연구이다. 이 현상은 비교적 최근에 등장했기 때문에,
본 연구는 리액션 비디오의 맥락을 설명함과 동시에 이를 상세히
정의하고자 한다. 또한 유튜브의 리액션 비디오 현상이 케이팝과 특별한
연관관계를 지니고 있으며 그러한 관계의 내용과 의미를 설명하고자
한다. 유튜브 관찰, 검색 후, 본 연구에서는 200 종의 서로 다른 리액션
비디오와 케이팝 팬들에 의해 만들어진 50 종의 리액션 비디오를 추가로
분석했다.
온라인 상의 참여관찰을 통해 리액션 비디오는 바이러스형
비디오, TV 쇼와 영화, 게임, 음악 등 네 종류의 주제로 파악되었다.
바이러스형 비디오를 제외하고 다른 세 주제의 비디오는 팬덤과
관련되어 있었고, 이에 따라 리액션 비디오는 주로 팬 활동의 일부라고
결론지을 수 있었다. 이 연구는 또한 리액션 비디오는 팬덤의 종류에
따라 달라진다는 것을 확인했다. 음악을 주제로 한 경우 케이팝 팬들이
만든 리액션 비디오의 수가 유의미 하게 많았고 대부분 케이팝 팬들의
활동이었다. 케이팝 팬들이 제작한 50 개의 리액션 비디오를 다음 열
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개의 차원에 따라 심층분석하였다: 배경, 반응하는 사람, 활동, 뮤직
비디오 화면, 등장, 시간, 목표, 감정, 세부 사항, 언어. 분석결과는
참여문화, 선물경제, 그리고 외밀성과 극적 수행이론의 차원에서
해석되었다.
이 분석을 통해 본 연구는 케이팝 팬덤과 커뮤니티는 리액션
비디오를 통해 대중 문화 속 케이팝의 정당성을 추구함을 알 수 있었다.
케이팝은 아직 글로벌 음악 시장에서는 영향력이 크지 않으나, 이러한
영상들을 통해 재미있고, 열정적이며 유익한 팬덤과 음악의 이미지를
형성하고 있었다. 리액션 비디오는 팬들에게 자신의 사회생활과 케이팝
커뮤니티 뿐만 아닌 외부 세계에서 인정받는 창구 역할을 한다. 따라서
리액션 비디오를 만들고 감상하는 것은 케이팝 팬들에게 단순한 놀이가
아니라 신중한 팬 활동으로 여겨진다. 이것은 또한 팬이 되기 위한 필수
요건, 즉 팬 상호작용, 지식 공유 등을 할 수 있는 공간이 되기도 한다.

키워드: 리액션 비디오, 유튜브, 문화적 정당성, 참여문화, 선물경제,
자기표현, 온라인 참여관찰
학번: 2011-24261
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